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Preface 
In this work we study a generalization of real-analytic mani-
folds, which admit singularities of a reasonable kind. The aim is 
to get a grasp on the good projections of a real-analytic mainfold 
Mn into Rp for p ~ n+1 • To this purpose we introduce the class 
of parametric 1 ) singularities and then the smaller class of ordinary 
singularities. Ordinary singularities are parametric singularities 
that satisfy certain genericity conditions. We study ringed spac.e~ 
whose local models admit such. § 1 is concerned with the problems 
of complexifying and imbedding these spaces and § 2 with the local 
study of the singularities. 
A preliminary version of this work has circulated for some 
time. Meanwhile two papers (at least) of consequence for the pre-
sent subject has appeared. By the results of J. Mather in Stratifi-
cations and mawin_gs (nDynamical Systems", Academic Press 1973; 
editor Peixoto) ordinary singularities are topologically stable, 
and spaces with ordinary singuarities have up to topological type, 
only a finite number of standard local models in each dimension. 
Secondly, parametric sets are semianalytic, and so fall within the 
pmverful theory developed by H. Hironaka in Sub analytic sets ( "Num-
ber Theory, Algebraic Geometry and Commutative Algebra", Kanokuniya, 
Tokio 1973). The techniques presented i.n these papers should prove 
important in the study.of ordinary singularities. 
Part II is devoted to the problem of representing homology by 
parametric spaces with ordinary singularities. 
1) From ~ameter; singularities given by parametrizations. 
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§ 1 Parametric structures 
1. Real-analytic structures. Let X be a complex space. 1 ) 
A real-analytic struct;ure on X is an antiholomorphic map T : X ... X 
such that T2 = id, i.e. an antiinvolution. A real point of X is 
a fixed point of T • The set of real points 
is called the real part of X • 
1.1 Proposition. If X is a comElex manifold of complex 
dimension n , ~ XT is a real-analytic manifold of real dimen-
sion n , possibly empty. 2 ) 
Proof. Assume XT ~ 0 . Let x0 E XT and choose a coordinate 
patch U in X such that TU = U , with holomorphic coordinates 
z = (z1 ,z2 , ••• ,zn) vanishing at x0 • In the chart (U,z) the 
map T is given by equations of the form 
1 < . < n r 
- J 
where g = (g1 ,g2 , ••• ,gn) is holomorphic. If A=~~ is the 
Jacobian matrix of g, then A is the Jacobian matrix of -g ' 
where g(z) = gr!j • We deduce from the equation 
z = g(grz}) 
or g(g(z)) = z that AA = I • 
Consider first the case where the map g depends linearly on 
z • Let L be the complex vector space of all linear functions 
1) All complex spaces are reduced, countably based, and Hausdorff. 
2) We agree that the empty set have dimension n for any integer 
n • 
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of z , i.e. the dual of 
= 
As a real vector space dimRL = 2n. 
= 
Set 
V = [l E L l1 (g(ZJ) = l(ZJ} 
Then i V = {1 E L ~(grz)) = - ITZJ} , and V, i V are real linear sub-
spaces of L. We have V n iV = [o} and V+iV = L, so that L 
is the complexification of V • The last relation follows from the 
fact that any 1 E L has a real decomposition 
1 ( z) = t ( 1 ( z) + 1 (g'tZ}) ) + f( 1 ( z ) - 1 ( g ( z ) ) ) in v + i v • 
= 
of V over R is a basis of L over ~ • (For if 
2: (a~ + ia ': )1 . = 0 , 
J J J 
we get L: a '.1. = - iL: a i~l. • Since L: a '.1. E V 
J J J J J J 
we must have a'· = 0 and a·~ = 0 for every 
J J 
The linear change of coordinates 
W • = lJ. ( Z) ' 1'[ 1• = 1 , ( Z I ) 
J J J 
and - iL: a'!l. E iV, 
J J 
j • ) 
in Cn brings the local expression of T to the form 
WI -
= w ' 
which is the conjugation in ~n, exhibiting the standard real 
structure. 
Consider now the general case. Applying the above to the 
linear approximation g' (o) of g at the origin, we see that after 
a suitable change of coordinates we may assume ~~(o) = I • Consider 
the holomorphic map h = (h1 ,h2 , ••• ,hn) on zU defined by 
hJ. ( z) = z . + g . ( z) ' J J 
This map has the property h(z) = bTZ) • 
1<j<n. 
- -
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Moreover 
on *{o) 
ah 
az(o) = 2I, since h = z + z + O(llzli 2 ) by our assumption 
• Hence h is a coordinate map on a sufficiently small 
neighbourhood W of o • In the new coordinate system, with 
vJ = h(z), "tv' = h(z') the transformation ,. takes the form 
"tV' = W • 
It follows that (X,X,.) is locally isomorphic to (~n,~) at x0 • 
This completes the proof. 
Remarks. ( 1) vle have proved that at a real point X (X,x0 ) 0 
is locally isomorphic to c~n,o) with the conjugation j on ~n: 
x:)w h n c cfl -t 
= 
• 
(2) It may happen that T has no fixed points. E.g. let X 
be the set of points (x,y) E ~2 with x2 + y2 + 1 = 0 • Then X is 
a complex submanifold of ~2 , invariant under the conjugation j • 
In particular j induces a real-analytic structure on X • But 
x. = 0 . J 
(3) If X is a complex space, i.e. possibly with singulari-
ties, then X'T anyway receives the structure of a real-analytic 
space. For if 0 is the structure sheaf on X and ~ is the 
subsheaf of ~lx'T of sections invariant under the conjugation 
f ... jofo'T, then A is a sheaf of germs of real-valued functions, 
and the ringed space ex,.,~) is seen to be locally isomorphic at 
any point to some real--analytic variety. However, it is no longer 
generally true that dim0(X,x) 
cf. section 3, example (1)o 
(at real points), 
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2. Real imbeddings. On en consider the natural real-analy-
tic structure given by the conjugation map j , 
jz = z • 
Let X be a complex subspace of ~n • We say that X is reallz 
imbedded in en if jX = X • Then X is j-invariant and so 
carries a real-analytic structure induced from j • We write XR 
= 
rather than x. 
J 
for the real part of X • Then XR = xn ~n 
= 
2.1 Proposition. Let X be a finite dimensional Stein space 
with real-analytic structure. Then there esists a closed to~ologi­
cal imbedding by a real holomorphic map of X into some numerical 
space c;! • 
Proof. Let T: X~ X denote the real structure on X • The 
proposition claims a holomorphic map ~: X ~ ~N which is injective 
and proper and compatible with T and j , i.e. the diagram below 
is commutative 
This implies that the image set ~X is a complex subspace of 
really imbedded (but not necessarily isomorphic to X ) • 
Let ~(X) be the space of holomorphic functions on X • Set 
Y = [f E ~(X) jf(x) = f(Tx)} 
Then iV = [f E ~(X) lf(x) = -f( Tx)} , and V and iV are real 
linear subspaces of ~(X) • Furthermore, ~(X) has a direct-sum 
decomposition over ~ • 
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~(X) = "¥; + i¥ . 
For y n iY = {o} , and every h E ~(X) has a decomposition 
h(x) = f(h(x) + h( Tx)) + f(h(x) - h( Tx)) 
with h(x) +h(Tx) E y, h(x) -h(Tx) E iY. Let f 1 ,f2 , .... ,fN be 
a finite set of holomorphic functions on X such that f = 
(f,1'f2 , ••• ,fN) is proper and injective ([GR] p.224) .. 
Consider the map ~= X ~ Q2N with components 
~1(x) = f 1 (x)+f1 (Txl 
~2(x) = i(f1 (x) -f1 (Tx)) 
• 
• 
• 
cp2N-1(x) = fN(x) + fN( Tx) 
cp2N(x) = i (fN(x) - fN( Tx)) 
Setting cr 1 = f( cp1 - icp2 ) , ••• , crN = f( cp2N_1 - icp2N) , we get a map 
( ) • C2N ~ N · cr = cr 1 , o •• , crN • = ~ Q such that cr o cp = f • 
Since f is injective and proper, so is cp o Moreover, cp( Tx) = j~(x) 
as cp2i_1 ( Tx) = cp2i_1 {x5 , cp2i ( Tx) = cp2i (x) • This proves our 
contention. 
3. ~asianalrtic sets. Let X be a complex space of pure 
dimension dim0X = n with a real-analytic structure ,. . Assume 
that X,. -} 0' 
a dimension 
= 
= 
Then x,. 
dimRCx,.,a) 
is a real analytic space, and as such has 
at each point a • We have always 
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3.1 Proposition. If a is a real point and the real dimen-
sion of X'f at a is less than n , then locally at a in X the 
real part X'f sits in the singular set S(X) of X • 
This is an immediate consequence of proposition 1.1. 
Conversely 
3.2 Proposition. If a is a real J20i!!!."and the real dimen-
sion of X'f at a e_9,uals n , then for apy open neighbourhood V 
of a in X we have X'f n V ¢. S(X) n V • Furthermore, if a is 
reel!:'!:lar. in x,. , then a is regular in X • 
Proof. Clearly S(X) is a complex space with induced real-
analytic structure 'f lS(X) since S(X) must be invariant under 'f • 
If for some V we had X'f n V c S(X) n V , then replacing X by V , 
we should have X'f c S(X)'f • But dimcS(X) ~ n-1 which would give 
= 
dimRS(X)'f < n-1 by proposition 1.1. This is a contradiction. 
= 
If a is a regular point of X'f , then there exists a local coordi-
nate system on n coordinate functions aroud a in X'f • Complexi-
fication yields a local coordinate system in X • 
3.3 Corollary. A point a E X'f where the real dimension 
e~uals n is an accumulation point of the regu1ar points of X'f 
(and of X). 
2·4 Corollary. ~~e real ~art of a finite dimensional complex 
s~ace X with real structure 'f sits as the real JLart of a complex 
subspace with induced real structure Y for which dimRXT = dimcY • 
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Proof. In fact, if dimfT < dim.QX , then XT is contained 
in S(X) and XT = S(X)T Secondly dim0S(X) < dim0X Repeated 
= 
applications of this yield a complex subspace Y = S( ••• S(X)) with 
the acclaimed property. 
A complex space X with real structure T is called a complex-
ification of its real part XT 
a faithful complexification of 
if dirr~.pX 
LL T 
-
if for each 
X is called 
= 
= 
= dim0(X,a) , i.e. the real dimension of XT at a equals the com-
plex dimension of X at a • If X is a complexification of its 
real part, the set 
= = 
is called the ~uasianalytic part of XT or the guasianalytic real 
part of X • By a q_uasianaiytic set we mean the quasianalytic real 
part of a really imbedded complex analytic set. 
Examples. (1) In g3 consider the subvariety X of points 
(x,y,z) satisfying the equation 
2 2 y -x z = 0 
The real part X c R3 is the subset of ~3 given by the same E = 
equation. In particular the z-axis sits in X R 
= 
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X is a com:plexification of XR , but not a faithful one. 
quasianalytic real part of X is the subset 
"' Note that X R 
= 
= = 
is given by :parametric equations 
X= U 
y = uv 
z = v2 
The 
of 
(2) The complex :projective space Pn(~) has real part P11(~). 
Consider the canonical imbedding f: Pn(~) _. PN(~), N = (n~2 ) -1 , 
given in homogeneous coordinates 
f = [z . . = z. z . } l.J ]. J 1 _:: i _::: j _:: n+1 
This imbedding is real. Furthermore there is a real hyperplane L 
In PN(~) such that L n fPn (~) = 0 . In fact we can take 
n-1-1 
L = [ ( zij) I ~ zii = 0} 
Then if p = f(x1 , .... ,xn-:-1 ) , xi E ~, we cannot have p E L unless 
x. = 0 for all i , which is impossible. ]. 
Then X is a Stein manifold Set X = fP n ( ~) - ( fP n ( ~) n L) 
with real structure induced from PN(~) • Moreover XR = fPn(~) • 
Identifying PN(~) -- L with 
X c t '\vith real part XR = xn ~ 
= 
= ~N we get a Stein manifold 
compact and isomorphic to P n qp. 
(3) Let V c PNqp (some N) be a real projective manifold 
of dimension n • Let Iv be the homogeneous ideal of homogeneous 
polynomials on V • Then Iv equals its radical and 
is a complex projective variety with real structure and real part 
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Each irreducible component of W is of dimension n and 
intersect V • Indeed if A is an irreducible component of W not 
meeting V , then A U jA is a projective variety not meeting V • 
Then 'W - ~t U jA} is a complex projective variety with real struc-
ture containing V and ideal Tw-(AUjlt} => Iw = Iv • Hence 
IW-(A.Uj"I) = Iv , which is impossible. 
By the same argument each irreducible component A of W is 
such that A n V contains interior points of V • Thus if V = 
v1 u ••• u vl is the decomposition of v into irreducible components' 
_r 
each irreducible component A of W must contain some Vi • There-
fore Iv = n Iv. and each Iv. is a (real) prime ideal defining 
l l. 
an irreducible component Wi of W which is real. The variety Wi 
must be non-singular along v. 
l. 
and is a faithful complexification 
of v. D 
l. 
S(W. ) n V. = 0 • 
l. l. 
(4) By the previous examples we conclude: 
Each projective submanifold of PN(~) is isomo£ghic to the 
real part of a coiQ..Elex affine algebraic variet_y W such that 
i) 
ii) S(W) n V = 0 
iii) W is a faithful complexification of V • 
(5) The same argument applies for real projective varieties 
(vJ"ith singularities) to show that each real pro_jective variet_y 
V c PN(~) is isomorphic to the real part of an affine algebraic 
varietz W such that 
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i) 
ii) W is a com~lexification of V and defined by the ideal 
of polygomials vanishing on V • 
4. Parametric e~~ations. Let 0 be an open set in and 
= 
let f 1 ,f2 , ••• ,f1 be real-analytic functions on 0. 
,.., 
With ~ c en imbedded in the standard way let 0 be a Stein 
neighbourhood of 0 in sn' connected relative to 0, and such 
that 
i) on ~n = o , jO = o • 
ii) f ..o •"'-+R ..,, ••• ,J.l. u extends to holomorphic functions 
,.., ,.., 
This we can always attain. The holomorphic extensions f 1 , ••• ,f1 
are uniquely determined by their real restrictions and possess the 
invariance property 
Consider the map 
,.., ,.., 
jf- = f. j l. 1. 
f : 0 ... R1 
whose components are the realvalued 
complex map 
We assume 
There is an open set D in 
that f : 0 ... D is proper. 
f. 
1. 
and the corresponding 
containing 
........, 
fO such 
Then fO is an analytic subset of D (by Remmert's theorem, [R]) 
1.\fith a natural real-analytic structure induced by jcl • 
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(~) Outside of a proper analytic subset A c 0 (which we may 
,..... 
assume j--invariant, the map f is one-to-one. 
Then A n 0 is a proper real-a.11.alytic subset of 0 , and f is 
one-to-one on 0 ourside A n 0 • 
,..... 
We express condition ('i3) by say·ing that f is g_enerall_x one-
"" to-one on 0 • Similarly f is generally one-to-one on 0 • Con-
,..... 
dition (ct.) says that f is a locall~ proper map and is equivalent 
I'Yr-J 
to the following: For every y E fO there is a neighbourhood N 
1 ~ "'-1 
of y in ~ such that the induced map fN : f N _. N is proper. 
Remark. The conditions imply that 1 > n , and that if 1 = n , 
~ 
then the extension f is an isomorphism of 0 onto fO (and we 
can take ffi as D). For if 1 < n, then the fibers :r-1f(x0 ), 
x 0 E IT, have complex dimension ~ 1 , contradicting assumption (a). 
"" And if 1 = n, then f is everywhere one-to-one on By a 
theorem of Bochner---Martin the jacobian of f is then never 0, and 
~ ""' 
so f is an isomorphicm. To see that f is one-to-one take a~ b 
in o and choose disjoint open neighbourhoods U and V of a 
,.., ,... 
and b o Since the fiber dimension of f is constant, f is an 
open map, [R], and so fU, fV are neighbourhoods of f(a), f(b). 
,.., "" Suppose f(a) = f(b) • Then fU n fV is a non--empty open set in 
~ "" fO o But then f cannot be one--to-noe on a dense subset of 0 , 
contradicting assumption (S)o 
In particular the fiber of 
sarily finite. 
over any point is neces-
If conditions (~) and (S) are satisfied for the holomorphic 
extensions of f 1 , ••• , f 1 on a j -invariant neighbourhood 0 of 0 , 
we say that 
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,.... 
y1 = f 1 (x) 
• 
0 
0 
yl = f'1 (x) 
"""'"' provide parametric equations for the complex set fO with real 
structure (and similarly for the real set fO) • 
""""' LJ-.1 Proposition. The set fO has _:Qure complex dimension n 
and is a complexification of its real Eart.. The set fO coincides 
with the _g,uasianal:y:!Jic real ..12art of fO • 
Proof. Since f is generally one-to-one, dim0to = dim0o = n 
at each point. Moreover the set 
C = {z E o!rk Jf(z) <n}, 
,..... ,..... 
where Jf denotes the jacobian of f , is a proper analytic subset 
"' of 0 • Thus C n 0 is a proper analytic subset of 0 • Thus fO 
""""' has real dimension n • Thus (fO )R , which contains fO , has real 
= ,....,.._. 
dimension n • Thus fO is a complexification of fO • 
" 
,.. 
Set fo = B • We must have fO c BR Conversely, if a E BR , 
then a = limai with a. l 
i = 1.2.,,, (follm.m from 
consists of a single point 
For f(jxi) = jf(xi) = ai, 
per onto B and {f(xi)} 
E 
verges to some X E 0 with 
= = 
BR and a. l non-singular on B ' 
3.2 and its corollary). Then -1 { } "' f a. co l 
x. 
l 
for each 
which gives 
i . 
jx. = l 
Furthermore x. 
l 
E 0 • 
"' As f is pro-
converges, 1ve may assume that {xi} con-
f(x) = f(x) - ~ 
- Cl • Hence a E fO • 
4.2 Corollary. A set A c R1 given by parametric equations 
must. be 9.uasianaly:tic. 
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The converse is not true. 
2 2 2 
The analytic set A c: c3 given by 
the equation x + y - z = 0 has real :part given by the 
= 
same equation over ~ • AR is a cone and is of :pure dimension 2 , 
= 
hence AR = AR is quasianalytic. But A cannot be given by :para-
= = 
metric equations. In fact, if a set A admits :parametric equations, 
its normalization A* must be non-singular. Now in our case A is 
already normal, but singular at the origin in 
= 
We investigate how the conditions (a) and (~) on ,....., f are deter-
mined by :properties of f , the nnderlying real map. First 
4.3 Lemma. A locally proper map f: 0 - Cn+k is generally 
one-to-one if an~only if it is bimeromorphic onto its image. 
Proof. Set 
,.....,,..._ ,....., 
fO = Y • The graph of f in 0 >< Y is an ana-
lytic set G isomorphic to 0 • Let A c: 0 be some analytic subset 
of positive codimension outside of which f is one-to-one. Then 
the graph of "'-1 f in 
,....., 
Y X 0 is the set tG - tG n (fA X 0) , where 
t : ox gn+k - cn+k x 0 is the flip map. The closure of this set is 
"'-1 ,....., 
again tG • Then f is meromorphic on Y, [R]. Conversely, 
suppose f is bimeromorphic onto Y • There is a Stein open subset 
0 of cf-+k containing Y and a meromorphic map 0 ~ 0 \IIJh)se re-
,...., 
striction s : y - 0 satisfies the relation s o'f = identity where-
ever the map is defined~ On 0 this takes place outside a genuine 
analytic subset A • 
n1is proves 4.3. 
Thus on 0 - A the map 
,....., 
f is one-to-one • 
Suppose f is a map having a complexification f which is 
,...., 
generally one-to-one. Then f has discrete fibers i.e. is locally 
finite-to-one. By the Nullstellen-sats the ideal Qa·f*~ f(a) c Qa 
""' contains a power of the maximal ideal at a for any a E 0 • 
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I.e. 
({) b = f(a) 
for some integer h > 0 depending on a • 
This implies the corresponding real relation, 
(y) b = f(a) , 
for any a E n • In fact assume that a and b are he origins 
n cn-:-k in C and = , respectively. Let x'1, ••• ,:xn_ 
t = n+k , be the standard coordinate functions in 
and y '1 , ••• , y t , 
~n and ~n+k • 
In a sufficiently small neighbourhood V of the origin in Cn we 
have 
v n 'f-'1{o} = [o} 
as f has discrete bibers. By the Null-stellensats there is an 
integer h > 0 such that any product x. • •• x. 
1.1 lh 
can be written 
in the form 
x .••• x. = L:g.(x)f.(x) 
1.'1 lh J J 
holomorphic on V, j = '1,2, ••• ,t • This yields (y). 
Conjugation gives 
x .••• x. = I:g.(x)f.(x) 
1.'1 lh J J 
"" Thus on 0 n V 
x. eo .x. = L: t(g .(x) + g .(x))f .(x) • 
1.'1 lh J J J 
As x .••• x. here 
1.1 l.h 
f *~b , we must have 
generate :rg_ha and f. = y. of = f*y. 
J J J 
~~ c ~a·f*~ • This is (y). 
belong to 
Conversely, the inclusions (y) imply the inclusions (y) at all 
points of n and hence at all points in a neighbcurhood of n , 
cf. 
Nm,.r consider the propernes condition (0:) on f If f:n ... 
Cn+k is locally proper, then of course f : n ... Rn+k must be 
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locally proper. We show that in the presence of the relations (y), 
the converse does hold. 
4-.4- Lemma. Let f : 0 - Rn+k be a real-analytic map. Let 
I 
a E 0 and set f(a) = b • Assume that 
(y) for some integer h > 
,...., 
Then a and b admit fundamental systems of neighbourhoods U8 
-Jl+k and ~ , e > 0 sufficientl_y small, such _that 
= 
the complexification f maps U8 properly into w€ (i.e. the in-
duced ma_] f 8 : U8 - W8 is proper). If K c 0 is a compact set 
and condition ( y) is satisfied for each a E K , then the conclusion 
holds with K and fK replaci~ a and b • 
Proof o We may assume that a = o E en and b = o E cf1+k and 
keep the notations from the proof above. By assumption (y) we have 
a neighbourhood of a in 0 
( 1) )L (i) x. = L: g. (x)f. (x) 
l J J 
with real-analytic. The functions 
holomorphic real extensions and 
('OJ 
in a neighbourhood V of a = o • 
..,.,(i) g. 
J 
1 < i < n 
-
g\i) and f. admit 
J J 
for which (1) still holds 
Choose e > 0 so small that the polycylinder P8 = 
{x E ~n pxi I h < e} has closure contained in V , 
p cc v 
€ 
On P8 the relations (1) give the following estimates 
(2) 1 x . I h < c • sup -1 f . ( x) I 1 < i < n 
. l - J J 
where c r·ci) 1 = t•sup EP g-= (x) , 
X € J 
t = n + k o 
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Choose a with 0 < a < e:/2c, say a = e:/4c, and set 
From (2) follows 
"'f-1Qa n p p e: c e/2 • 
But then "' ,.... 1 f {f- Qa n P e is proper as map into Q0 : Let K c Qa be 
compact. Then 1-1K n Pe: is a closed subset of Pe contained in 
P e/2 , hence a compact subset. Thus vre can take 1\ = 1-1Qa n P e: 
,.... 
and we: = Qa 0 
The last part of the claim is an immediate consequence of the 
first part. 
4. 5 Proposition. Let f : N - ff"+k be a real-analytic maQ 
on a manifold N with the following properties. 
(~) f is locally ~ro~er 
for some integer h > 0 (depending_ on a ) , 
a E 0, b = f(a) • 
Let ,.... ,.... ....nJk f:N-v ,- be a complexification of f to a Stein manifold 
N • Then N admits a fundamental system of invariant Stein neigh-
bourhoods in N such that the complexification 
= 
satisfies (a) and (y) • 
Proof. Let W c Rn-:-k be an open set such that f maps N 
properly into w • Choose arbitrary but fixed neighbourhoods u 
"" 
,.... cn-rk Wn Rn-:-k = W and w of N and w in N and such that • 
= 
u ,.... Subsets of and w will be referred to as "small". We can 
assume the complexification f of f is well defined on U . We 
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now cover fN with open coordinate subsets wr.l of w such that l 
W'.l 
l 
is compact and [w: J is a locally finite family. We may assume 
l 
-{Wj_} ' that [W"} admits a shrinking W! c W! c W1.' , also covering l l l 
fN • Set K. -1-, Then [K.) is a cover on N by compact = f w. • l l l 
subsets, and {fKi) is a cover of fN by compact. sets in w We 
have fK. c W.' 
l l 
for each i . Now, for each i choose small open 
"' 
,..., 
"' cfl-:-k such neighbourhoods u. and w. of K. and fK. in N and 
l l l l 
"' "' "' (lemma 4.L~). that f maps u. properly into w. We may assume 
l l 
that Wn Rn+k c W1.i 
l 
. Then the trace of [w. J l on Rn+k is locally 
finite, and we may assume [w. J 
l 
itself locally finite. Now set 
U = U. u. and 
l l 
bourhoods of 
"' D = U.W .• 
l l 
N and fN 
,..., 
Then u 
,..., 
in N and 
and D are small open neigh-
cn+k "" Furthermore, f maps 
= 
U properly into D • In fact a compact subset K c D avoids all 
but a finite number of the w. 
l 
and so avoids all but a finite 
"" number of the U. • It follows that 
l 
is compact. That 
flU satisfies (y) for sufficiently small follows from the fact 
that f satisfies (y), as already observed. Hence for suitable 
small U the complexification flU is locally proper and has dis-
crete fibers, hence is finite-to-one. 
To complete the proof consider again f: U _. ?+k, proper as 
D C Q-n-1-k • map into By an application of Oka's approximation 
theorem there is a Stein open set 0 c D with 0 n ~n-l-k = D n ~n+k • 
Let p : 0 .... ~ be a proper, plurisubharmonic function on D • Then 
is proper, plurisubharmonic on f-10 c U • It follows that 
""' ...... _1 is Stein. Hence ~rre can take 0 = f 0 • 
Exa.n:mles. (1) The map f: ~ _. ~ given by f(A.) = A.3 satis-
fies conditions (~) and (y) of 4.5, but has no bimeromorphic com-
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plexification. In fact the unique holomorphic extension 
"" f : C _. C has degree 3 and so admits no rational inverse.. As 
= = 
regards condition (y) note that 
(2) 
A o f*m :::) m3 
=A. =X =A. 
Consider the map f:~ 
X = :\3 • 
= 
given by 
The image is the cubic x2 + y 2 - x3 = 0 with the origin 
= 
deleted (which comes from A. = ::= i and is a singular point of the 
complex cubic Y ) .. Y is easily seen to be a parametric set. 
If we close this curve in P2 (~) , we get a curve which in 
homogeneous coordinates x,y,z is given by 
If furthermore we take the cone in 3 R over it, 1r1e get a surface 
made up of the cone over the parametric branch and the line through 
the double pointG This analytic set, or better, its quasianalytic 
part is not a parametric singularity, although it has a parametric 
representation 
= !l(A.2+!l2) 
2 2 
= A.(A. +!l) 
= !l3 
For a real-analyt-ic map f : N ..... P from a manifold to another 
the properties 
for some h > 0 11 
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and 
ndi~ ~a/.~a ·f*~ < coli 
where a E N, b = f(a) , are equivalent. We call f finite if 
either condition holds at all points of N .. By proposition 4.5 
any sufficiently close Stein conplexification of a locally proper 
map into :m.P is again locally proper provided the map is finite. 
The positive integer oa(f) = dimJR~a/.~a·f*~ is called the 
deficiency of f at a • 
Given real anal~~ic manifolds N,P let ~(N,P) and ~(N,P) 
denote the set of analytic and smooth maps from N to P , respec-
tively. Equipped with the Whitney topology ~(N,P) is a Baire 
space containing ~(N,P) as a dense subset. If G is a dense open 
subset of ~(N ,P) , then G' = G n ~(N ,P) is a dense open subset of 
~(N,P) (with the induced topology). Conversely, any dense open 
G' c ~(N,P) comes from a dense open G c ~(N,P) • 
We will call a property of analytic maps N ~ P generic if it 
is satisfied for the elements of a dense open subset of ~(N,P) 
E.g. to be transverse to all Boardman strata of all associated jet 
bundles is a generic property of analytic maps, cf. section '1'1. 
Similarly, to be of bounded deficiency and hence finite is a generic 
property,cf.'15.'1Q More generally we may talk of generic properties 
of the maps of any specific open subset of ~(N,P) • E.g. to have 
a locally proper Stein complexification is a generic property of 
~lp(N,~P) c A(N, Jf), the open subset of locally proper maps. 
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5. Generic projections. We vJill consider generic projections 
of really imbedded analytic subsets of SN • 
Let X c eN be an analytic subset really imbedded in aN • 
We assume for the sruce of simplicity that X is irreducible~ and 
Thus N > n • 
= 
TT : S -t St , t = n + k , be a Assume now N > n+k and let 
surjective linear map. We call rr a pro_jection of aN onto ~t • 
The projections of CN onto et form an open dense subset 
Pro~(~N,~t) of HomCsfl",~t). A projection rr is real (i.e. rroj~""if 
= jeton) if and only if its standard matrix has real coefficients. 
Thus, on one hand the set of real projections of eN onto et co-
incides vrith the set Proj(f,~t) c Hom(~N,~t); on the other hand 
it coincides with the real part of Proj(~N,~t) under the standard 
N t 
real stYucture from Hom(S ,~ ) • 
Given a projection n: ~N ... ~t , let Kn c sfl" be its kernel. 
We regard Kn as an element of the complex grassmanien Gt(~) 
the space of linear subspaces of GN of codimension t • The 
correspondence 
given by is a surjective holomorphic map. BU.rthermore, 
hvo projections have identical kernels if and only if they differ 
by an automorphism of St • It follows that if two projections 
n, rr' have identical kernels, so have their complex conjugates 
n:, n' Hence there is unique real structure jG coinduced on 
Gt(~N) which makes rr _. KTT a real mapo And as the real part of 
Proj(sfl",~t) is Proj(f,~t), the real part of Gt(~N) is Gt(f), 
the corresponding real grassmanien. 
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~ Proposition. Let X c ~N be an irreducible algebraic 
variety or dimension n. Let N > t > n • Then there is a proper 
algebraic subset such that any proJection n represen-
ting a point in the complement of A has the properties 
i) ~IX is a proper map. 
11) niX is one-to-one outside a proper analytic subset of X 
(depending on ~). 
Proof. Consider the case t = N-1. Then 
the complex projective (N-1 )-space. Define C c (X x X) x PN_1 (.£) by 
where (p 1 ,•••,pN) are homogeneous coordinates of Kn. This condi-
tion is equivalent to 
rk < 1 
P ••• p 
1' ' N 
Thus c is an algebraic set. If 6 c X x X denotes the diagonal, 
we have C J 6 x PN_1(c) • Hence 
is also an algebraic set, as it equals the union of irreducible com-
ponents of c not in 6 X PN-1(C). As X and X X X are irreducible 
so is X X X - 6. Hence so is c - 6 X PN-1(C), which is analytically 
isomorphic to X X X - 6. Hence so is s. 
Given (a,b) € X X X - f:J. there is only one point (a,b;Xn) € s, 
hence d1mcS = 2n. There are now several cases to consider. 
= 
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Suppose 2n < N- '1 
braic subset A1 c PN-'1 
Then prp S is contained in an alge-
N-'1 
of dimension < N- '1 • If KTT E PN-'1 ( ~ )-A1 , 
then the projection TT is one-to-one on X • 
Suppose 2n > N - '1 • Let a. = dimcprp S • 
= N-1 
We have o.<N-1. 
o.<N-1, we conclude as above, taking KTT outside of prp S. 
N-1 
outside of an algebraic set A2 c PN_1 ( ~) If a. = N- 1 , then for 
of dimension < N - 1 , we have 
dim prp1 {KTT} + N- 1 = 2n • 
N-1 
Then dim prp1 {KTT} = 2n- (N-1) < n • Thus the set 
N-1 
prx(Prxxxprp1 [KTT}) has dimension< n o Thus it is contained in 
N-1 
an analytic set B ~ X, and outside of B the projection TT is 
one-to-one. 
Altogether, if N- 1 > n (our starting assumption), there is 
an algebraic subset A' l PN_1 ( ~) such that if KTT E PN_1 (~)-A 1 
any representing projection TT is one-to-one outside an analytic 
set l X • 
NovJ" regard PN(~) as the projective completion of rJI ~ such 
that PN_1 (~) = PN(~)- rJI, and let X be the Zariski closure of X 
in PN( ~) 0 Then Ail = X n PN_1 ( ~) is an algebraic set of dimension 
< n < N- 1 o If KTT is in PN_1 ( ~)- Ai' , the pro,jection TT extends 
to a projective linear map rr defined on all of X c PN(~) and 
with values in PN-1(~) • Since rrlX is proper and Cn!XF1 ~~-1 =X, 
TT IX is proper. Thus if KTT fl A = A 1 U A11 , the claim of the propo-
sition is satisfied. This completes the case t = N- 1 • The gene-
ral case can be treated the same way using Plucker coordinates for 
G t (?) to construct analogously a set C c X x X x G t ( SN) • The 
condition defining C is the following. Let 
Plucker coordinates of KTT • Then 
(p. . ) be the 
l1. • .lN-t 
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is determined by the equation 
Q.e.d. 
In proposition 5.1 we may assume A invariant under the 
standard real structure jG , if necessary replacing A 
Then its real part AR is a proper algebraic subset of 
= 
the space represented by the real projections 
by AU jGA. 
GtC?)g= 
c! .... ct . 
= 
Corollary. is really imbedded, then the real 
= 
projections n representing points in the comQlement of AR in 
= 
Remark. By proposition 5.1 the projections (respectively 
real projections) CN _, Ct whose restrictions are proper and gene-
rally one-to-one form ru~ open dense set in the space of all (all 
real) projections. The density at least can be established more 
generally. Namely, if X is an irreducible Stein space of dimen-
sion n , then the set of (real) holomorphic maps X .... cn+k that 
are proper and generally one-to-one form a dense subset of ~(X)n+k 
(of yCx)n-:k) .. The topology is the topology of uniform conver-
gence on compacts. 
6. Generic projections of ~uasianalJ!ic sets. Let X be an 
irreducible Stein space with real-analytic structure T , <1imaX = n • 
Let f : X .... Cn-:k be a real holomorphic map which is proper and one-
to-one outside a '!"--invariant analytic set of codimension > 1 • Set 
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Y = fX • Then Y is a really imbedded analytic subset of cn+k o 
Clearly fXT c YR • 
= 
6.1 Proposition. We have 
=-== 
i.e. taldng the g_uasianaJ.:Ytic real part is an operation that com-
mut~s with _J2ro_:Qer real maps generall_y_ one-to-on2,o 
Proof. y is irreducible of dimension dim y c 
= 
= n = dimcfC o 
= 
Since f is proper, any fiber f-1f(x) is finite. Thus f pre-
,.. 
serves dimensions. XT 
di~(XT,p) = n . Thus 
= 
neighbourhood of Yo in 
consists of 
,.. 
"' fXT c YR 0 
= 
y 
• 
Let 
the points p 
" Pick Yo E YR 
BCX be an 
of XT where 
and let V be a 
(n-1)-dimensional 
Analytic subset outside of which f is one-to-one. Then fB is an. 
(n-1 )-dimensional complex analytic set, and YR n V ¢. fB • Let 
= 
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A 
be a sequence of !-regular points from YR-fB 
= 
converging to y0 • For each i xi = r- 1 (yi) is a regular point 
of x. and we must have xi € XT as f(xi) = f{Txi) and thus 
xi : TXi. By the properness 
to an xo 
-1 } e r {y 0 • Then X 
regular point or XT. Thus 
A A 
that YR c:: fXT. 
-
or r we may 
€ X • Now 0 '[' 
A. 
Xo € XT and 
assume that 
A 
Xi € XT as 
A 
so Yo e: rxT. 
{xi} converges 
xi is a 
This shows 
Remark. The example of section 3 shows that we can very well 
have 
7. Hypersurfaces. 
in Rn+1 • 
We consider quasianalytic sets of dimen-
sian n 
= 
For this purpose let y c:: cn+1 
= 
be an analytic set of pure 
dimension n. 
7.1. Proposition. There is a holomorphic function f on 
= 
cn+1 such that 
= 
i) f(z) = 0 if and only if z € Y 
ii) df{z) 1 0 if z E Y - S(Y) 
Further, if y is really imbedded in we can choose r real. 
Proof. The claim is true more generally for Y a codimension 
1 analytic subset of a Stein manifold X, provided H2 {X;Z) = o. 
A proof of the first part of the claim in this setting can be found 
in [GR], p. 251. For those not familiar with the methods of 
complex spaces we give a complete proof. 
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Let ! = ly be the sheaf of germs of holomorpbic fUnctions 
vanishing on Y. At each point y £ y the stalk ly is an ideal 
of dimension n equal to its radical in £y· Since ~ is a unique 
factorization domain, !y must be a prj_ncipal ideal, I =y = f o • y=-y 
Since I is coherent, there is a neighbourhood v or y and a 
-
representative r or ry such that I ' = =y r1 ,oy, for all 
y • £ v, f 1 , being the germ of f at y •• If y' is a non-singular 
point of Y, then df(y') ~ o. r clearly vanishes precisely on 
Y n v. 
Let be an open cover or and 
corresponding functions such that I = f 0 ror y £ vi. Then the 
-y i==y 
gij = ri/fj : vi n vj + Q are non-vanishing holomorphic functions 
.+1 1 
and hence define a holomorphic line bundle on en . Since en+ is 
= -
contraceible and Stein, this bundle is triv1a1, i.e. there exist 
non-vanishing holomorphic functions li : Vi + £ such that 
Thus 
or 
The function t is global holomorphic. Moreover f(z) = 0 if and 
only if z £ Y, and if y € Y- S(Y), then 
Assume now that Y is j-invariant. We must have 
f(jx) = ~(x)f(x) with A holomorphic and non-vanishing. Applying 
j again we get 
f(x) = A(jx)f(jx) • 
- 27 .,... 
Thus 
A.(x)A.(jx) = 1 
1 
Let A.2 be a square root of A. • Then 
where e: is either + 1 or - 1 • 
1 
Set g(x) = A.2 (x)f(x) • Then 
.1.. .1.. .1.. 
g(jx) = A. 2 (jx)f(jx) = A. 2 (jx)A.(x)f(x) = e:A. 2 (x)f(x) = e:g(x). 
If e: = 1 , we are through. If e: = - 1 , replace g by ig • 
7.2 Corollary. Assume that dimRYR = n • There is a holo-
mo;r:Qhic entire function f on gn+'1 , - r;al valued on ~n+1 , such 
that 
i) YR = {x E ~nlf(x) = 0} 
= 
= = 
Assume next that YR is compact. Then Rn+'1 - YR has an unbounded 
= = n-··1 
component, since it contains the complement of a ball in ~ ' • 
Other components, if they exist, must then be bounded. Let 0 be 
the unbounded component. We can choose the sign of f such that 
f > 0 on 0 • Let bdy mean •itopological boundary·'. 
7-3 Corollgry. Under the above assum~tions 
= 
Proof.. The set B = {x E :f+1 1f(x) < 0} is a union of bounded 
Rn+1 connected components of - Y 
= R 
= 
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A 
Each point y E YR is a limit of points where f > 0 and of 
= 
points where f < 0, as f changes sign when we cross a non-singu-
,.. " 
lar point of YR • Thus YR c bdy B • 
= = 
Let b E bdy B .. Then f (b) = 0 , and so b E YR • If 
= ,., 
b E YR- YR, then dimR(YR,b) < n and thus YR does not disconnect 
= = = = = 
a neighbourhood u of b • Thus in U - U n YR we have f < 0 , and 
= 
so b is interior to the set B 0 In particular b ¢ bdy B = bdy B • 
We note that by Lojasiewicz, [L], we can triangulate in 
= 
such a way that YR is the support of a subcomplex of the triangu-
= 
lation. Sinilarly B = [x E ~n+1 lf(x) < 0} and YR are triangulable 
being semianalytic subsets of ~n+1 • = In general the quasianalytic 
real part of any analytic set with real structure is triangulable, 
cf. [L]. 
8. Parametric spaces. Let 0 be an open set in Rn and let 
= 
"" be j-invariant Stein 0 a neighbourhood of 0 in en • Let 
..... 
"" en+k "' ..v f: 0 -+ be a holomorphic real map, i.e. fa j = jcn+kQ f 
= en ' 
f : 0 -+ ~n+k = and its real restriction. We assume furthermore that 
"" "" f satisfies the conditions (0:) and (13) of section 4, i.e. f is 
"' f'o locally proper and generally one-to-one. Then y = is an analy-
tic subset of some open set D c en+k ,,.Ji th indue ed real structure. 
"" 
"\rl e denote by y the quasianalytic real part of y 0 By proposition 
y equals fO • The map 
= 
will be called a presen-
tation of the parametric set Y • 
Define S(Y) , the singular set of Y , as the set 
S(Y) = Y n s(Y) 
'"" "' We know that at each point of Y c YR the real dimension of YR 
= = 
is n • 
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-The set S(Y)R has real dimension < n. Thus S(Y) is a closed 
-
subset of Y or dimension dimRS(Y) < n~ and Y- S(Y) is an analytic 
== 
n-dimensional real rr~nifold. 
We collect some local lemmas. 
r' 
8.1. Lemma. Let fj . OJ ) YJ '+Rn+kj be presentations of • 
-
= 
parametric sets yj' j = 1 ,2. Let h . yl + y2 be a surjective . 
continuous map with the Eropert~ 
(o) For every continuous real-valued function g on Y2 
such that 0' 0 t' 0 2 is real-analytic on 0 2 the function 
g 0 h 0 r: is real-analytic on n 1 • 
Then there is a surjective real-analytic map * h : n + n 1 16 2 which is 
* a lift or h~ i.e. * hot'= f'oh. 1 2 Furthermore, h is the only 
continuous lift of h. 
Proof. Consider the diagram 
t' 
c: Rn+k1 1 Ql + yl 
-1-h 
f' n+k2 
02 
2 y2 + c: R 
= 
The map i 2 ohor: , where i2 is the inclusion 
<:,... n+k2 Ya R is 
-analytic by assumption (6). Eventually by restricting 0 11 we may 
- n+k 2 assume that 1 2 o h o f: extends holomorphically to g : 0 1 + C • 
- -Let A 1 1 fl 1 be a j-invariant analytic subset of 0 1 outside of 
which ? 1 - n+k 1 -0 1 + £ is one-to-one and define A1 1 0 2 similarly. 
Set B = A1 u g- 112 A2• Then B is a proper anlytic subset of 01 , 
and there is a holomorphic real map 
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\'!Those restriction to o1 - B n o1 will make the diagram above 
commutative. The map h' is given by holomorphic functions 
y. = h!(x) 1 < i < n 
1. 1. 
r.J 
with x = (x1 , ••• ,xn) E 0'1 , y = (y1 , • .,.,yn) E 0'2 .. Let a E o1 , 
r.J 
and choose a compact neighbourhood V of a in o1 • Then 
h' (V- Vn B) c f,2-1h f'.;v, which is compacto Therefore the functions 
h! are locally bounded and so by Riemann's extension theorem extend 
1. 
to holomorphic functions h~ 
1. 
on all of 
extends holomorphically to a real map 
restriction 01 - 0 2 again by h*. Then 
i 0 h 0 f 1 2 1 and i of'oh* 2 2 are analytic on 01 
01 - B n 01 • Hence they coincide on all of 
Hence the map h' 
Denote its 
h 0 f 1 1 - f I oh * - 2 • In fact 
and coincide on 
01 • 
The map h* is by continuity unique as it is uniquely deter-
Surjectivity of h was used only in order to conclude that 
-1~ r.J g1 f~2 was properly contained in o1 • 
Let Y c ~+k be a parametric set. A germ of continuous 
function g at y E Y is called anal1!ic if it is defined by the 
restriction of a local analytic function in Rn+k and :g_aranalytic 
= 
if gof is a germ of analytic function at each point of f-1 [y} ' 
where f is a presentation of y • 
The definition (of paranalytic germs) is independent of the 
particular presentation (f,O) of Y • For if (f2 ,o2 ) is another 
presentation, then the identity map on Y lifts to a real-analytic 
isomorphi.sm Q,- -+ 0 • (The uniqueness of the presentation can also 
be deduced from the facet that the complexification f : o _. ~n+k 
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is the normalization of its image Y. ) 
There results a sheaf of (germs of) analytic functions ~ = ~(Y) 
and a sheaf of paranalytic functions P = ~(Y) on Y • Clearly 
~ c ~ c C where ~ = ~(Y) is the sheaf of continuous functions. 
Moreover, A determines P on Y • In fact at any point y the 
local ring A 
=Y 
analytic part is 
determines a germ of real-analytic set whose quasi-
(Y,y) • Complexifying and taking the normaliza-
tion gives a presentation of (Y ,y) , from which 1~ie get p • 
=Y 
The ringed space (Y,~) is called a local model for para-
metric s~aces. A germ of a model (Y,~) at a point y E Y is 
called a (germ of) parametric singularit;y. A ringed space (X,~) 
locally isomorphic to some model is called a (real) parametric 
SJ@ce. For a parametric space (X,~) there is a subsheaf 
~(X) c ~(X) corresponding under the local isomorphisms to the 
sheaves ~(Y) c ~(Y) • Of course ~(X) c ~(X) 
weakly no~al if ~(X) = ~(X) • 
X is called 
We will a~plify the relation between paranalytic and analytic 
functions. Let 0 c Rn be fixed open set in Rn and consider a 
presentation f from 0 of a parametric set Y , i.e. a presen-
tation 
f' i 
f:O ... Y ... 
= 
Consider an analytic function g on Y , i.e. a function which 
locally is the restriction of some real-analytic function on a 
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neighbourhood in Such a function is nece$sarily paranalytic, 
but the converse is not true. In fact analytic functions are not 
generally preserved under paranalytie isomorphisms. 
Example. Take 0 = R and define f 
= 
R + R2 by 
= = 
Then is a parametric set in R2 presented by 
= 
The function g : Y + R given by 
= 
for X -J 0 
g -
for X : y : 0 
f. 
has the property go f = id, hence is par analytic on Y. But g is 
not the restriction of an analytic function from as any such 
function 
+ ••• 
must give 
and therefore d(g o f)/dA. = 0 at the origin. 
We can, however, lift f to f · R + R3 l • = 
~ lx = At 
fl 
- t~ = A.3 = A. 
Then Y1 = f 1 ~ is a parametric set in R3 on which every paranalytic 
function is analytic. 
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Furthermore, the ma:p rr: y 1 ..... Y induced from the projection 
pr : ~3 ... ~2 is a homeomorphism commuting with the presentation f 1 
and f , hence is a pa:ranalytic isomorphism. Yet TI lifts back 
the germs of analytic functions at 0 in Y to a proper subset of 
the set of germs of analytic functions at. 0 in Y1 • 
9. Weaklx normal spaces. Let Y c ~+k be an n-dimensional ,... 
parametric set. Y is called weakly normal if its local paranalytic 
functions are analytic. Thus in a weakly normal set Y a continous 
function on an open subset is analytic if its pull-back by f is 
analytic, f being a presentation of Y • A general parametric 
space is called weakly normal if it is locally isomorphic to weakly 
normal models. 
In a complex space the role of the paranalytic functions is 
played by the c-holomorphic functions, i.e. the continuous complex-
valued functions holomorphic on the regular part of the space. A 
complex space is consequently called weakly normal if every c-holo-
morphic function is holomorphic. In a weakly normal complex space X 
a continuous function on an open subset is holomorphic precisely if 
its pull-back by ~ is holomorphic, ~=X* ... X being a normaliza-
tion of X • 
If Y = fO is a weakly normal parametric set, then its complex-
ification Y = f~ is weakly normal for real functions; i.e. real 
C-·holomorphic functions are holomorphic a This is immediate from the 
definitions. For parametric sets with ordinary singularities (f 
generic) the converse holds (theorem +t.S). Furthermore, in this 
..... 
case Y is weaKly normal, and therefore so is ~ 
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To decide whether or not a complex space is weakly normal one 
has the following criterion 
9.1 Proposition. Let X be a complex space and suppose X 
is weakly normal outside a proper analJ1ic subset A satisfying 
Then X is weak1:.Y_ normal. 
The proof is given in [AH] • As a consequence we have 
9.2 Corollary. Let X be a reduced hyPersurface of an open 
subset of en given by an irreducible equation F(z) = 0 • Set 
-S(X) = (zEXlrkdF(z)=O} ~ s2 (X) = (zES(X)lrkd2F(z)_::1} 
Then X is. weakly normal outside s2 , and if dim s2 < n- 2 , X 
is weakly normal. 
Similarly, if X is a complete intersection, i.e. X is of 
pure dimension d at each point and given by equations 
f 1 ( z ) = f 2 ( z ) = 0 n = f n -d ( z) = 0 
o ( f 1 , ••• , f n -·d) 
with Jf - - of rank n - d at the generic point, then 
- o(z1~ ••• ,zn) 
S(X) = [z E xl rk Jf(z) < n-d} , and X is weakly normal if either 
dim0S(X) _::: d- 2 , or dim0S(X) = d- 1 and we can assert that X 
= 
is vJeakly normal at the generic point of each irreducible (d·-1 )-
component of S(X) • 
Ex8JI!J2~~ ( 1 ) Let X be a complex subspace of cP which 
at the origin is the union of k submanifolds of 
= 
in general 
position. Then X is weakly normal at 0 • In fact, by a local 
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coordinate change of 
= 
at the origin we can simultaneously 
Hence we may assume to be in the straighten the k submanifolds .. 
k 
situation X = U E. where E. are linear subspaces of cP and 
i=1 1. 1. 
k 
codim n IE. 
. 1 1. 1.= 
k 
= 2: codimE . • 
. 1 1. 1.= 
We have to shovr that a continuous func-
tion on X which is holomorphic outside S(X) , is holomorphic 
everywhere. Since every subsystem of [Ei }1<i<k is also in general k-1 k-1 k-1 
position, we have co dim 
k-1 
n E. 1 1. = I: codimE .• 1 k-11. 
Hence codim( q Ein~), 
= codim n E. + codimEk , 1 1. showing that [ n E. ,~J 1 1. is in general 
position. By induction on the number of linear subspaces forming X 
we are reduced to the case X = E1 U E2 , where 
nate subspaces of Sp , say, such that E1 + E2 
E1 , E2 are coordi-
= cP • Setting 
E1 = ct, E2 = ~ and E1 n E2 = ~q we have the orthogonal split-
tings 
y E Sq , (x,y) E Sm , (y,z) E sn 
Given f : X - S , continuous and holomorphic on the regular part of 
X , set g = f 1E1 , h = f IE2 • Then g and h are holomorphic by 
Riemann's extension theorem.. Write h(y, z) = h(y, 0) + I: zi Ai (y, z) • 
Define F : QP .... Q by 
F(x,y,z) = g(x,y) + I: z. A.(y,z) 1. 1. 
Then F is a well defined holomorphic function 1...rhich coincides 
with g on E1 ( z = 0) and with h on E2 (x = 0) • 
(2) Let f : o,o 
df: 0 .... Hom(Cn,~-:-k) 
.::::;-. ::=. 
Hom( Cn, Cn-i-k) a.t o o 
;:a . -
,..Il-'-k 
.... v ' 0 
* ' 
be a proper holomorphic map such that 
is transversal to the rank stratification of 
Then the germ f(O,O) is weakly normal, and 
if df is multitransversal (cf.sec~1h the germ (fO,o) is weakly 
normal.. Proof can be found in [AH]. 
In the sequal all parametric sets considered will be weakly 
normal. 
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10~ Comvlexifications. The aim of this section is to comfirm 
that a parametric space Y is the quasianalytic 
real part of an essentially unique Stein space X with real struc-
ture. 
Let a E Rn and let (A,a) be the germ at a of a real-ana-
lytic set A c ~n, i.e. A is defined by finitely many real-analy-
tic equations in a neighbourhood of a 0 The smallest complex germ 
(A,a) at a in ~ containing (A,a) is called the complexifi-
cation of (A,a) • 
Let !(A,a) be the ideal of germs of real-analytic functions 
,.... 
at a in ~n vanishing on 
logue 
(A,a) , and £(A,a) its complex ana-
and 
Then we have ([N]), ch. V,§1) 
= 
If (A,a) = U(Av,a) is the decomposition of the germ into its 
irreducible components (Av,a) , then the corresponding decompositio~ 
of the complexified germ is 
(2) (A,a) = U(A ,a) 
v 
Moreover we have 
(3) 
If 
= = 
(A,a) and (B,b) have representatives A c 
~: (A,a) ~ (B,b) is induced from a mapgerm 
-.,n 
J:L and 
cp : ( ~n' a) ~ ( ~m 'b ) • If ~: (Cn,a) ~ (cm,b) is the unique holo-
,.. :;.o 
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morphic extension, then go~ E l(A,a) whenever g E ~(B,b) by (1). 
"" Hence ~ enduces a mapgerm ~: (A,a) ~ (B,b) : 
10.1 Lemma. A real-analytic ma]2germ cp: (A,a) ~ (B,b) has a 
~ holomoiJ?hic extension ~: (A,a) ... (B,b) • 
Remarks. 1. Thus the complexification of a germ of real-ana-
lytic set is independent of the local realization of the germ as 
analytic subse.t of some open set of some {f . 
2. Let A be an analytic subset of an open set 0 c ~n, with 
0 c 0 and A c A • Suppose a E A is such that every irreducible 
component of (A,a) contains an irreducible component of 
the same dimension (complex and real, respectively). Then 
is the complexification of (A,a) • 
(A,a) of 
"" (A,a) 
3. From the uniqueness it follows that the holomorphic exten-
sion respects identity germs and compositions. In particular iso-
germs extends to isogerms. 
10.2 Lemma. Let X be a complex set with real structure and 
a E X a real J;?Oint. Then (X, a) is the. com_plexification of (X R, a) 
if and only if 
(a) each irreducible component (Xv,a) of (X,a) is conjugation-
invariant 
(b) for each (Xv,a) restriction to its real part preserves 
dimension, dim-o (X , a) = 
~ VR 
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10.3 Corollary. Suppose X = cpO, 
locally proper andg__enerally one-to-one, 
cp holomorphic real maQ, 
Oopen c Cn, 0 = 0 n Hn. 
= = 
~hen, at every point a of Y = cpO, (X,a) is the complexification 
of its real _12art (X R'a) • 
= 
Proof of 10.2. The necessity is clear. That the conditions 
are sufficient stems from the fact that then (Xv,a) is the com-
plexification of (Xv , a) , which is irreducible, [N], ch. V, prop.4. 
R 
= 
Let X be a complex space with real-analytic structure 'f • 
" 
,.. 
There is a ringed structure A on the guasianalytic real part x'f ' = 
,.. 
"' with A the sheaf of germs of restrictions to x'f of real-analytic 
,.. " 
functions on X'f • Call a map X1'f ~ X2'f analytic if it is a mor-
phism of ringed spaces with respect to the sheaves of analytic func-
tions. From lemma 10.1 follows 
10.4 Lemma. Let x1 ,x2 be complex spaces with real struc-
,.. 
tures. Assume that at each point a E X1 'f the germ (X1 ,a) is 
the com~lexification of the f!aerm (X1'f,a), and similarly for x2. 
... 
"' Then any analytic map cp : x1'f ~ ~'f extends uniguel;z:: to a holomor-
" ,.. Qhic real mapgerm cp: (X1 ,x1'f) ~ (X2 ,x2'f) • 
Let Y be a parametric space. A (proper) ~-
plexifiction of Y consists of : 1) a complex space \vith real 
structure, X, T 
such that (X,a) is the complexification of (X'f,a) 
" at every point a E X'f , 2) an isomorphism of ringed spaces, 
" " 
cp: (Y,~) ~ (X'f,~) • 
It follm-Js immediately from 10.4 that if Y admits a complex-
ification X and we consider Y imbedded in X by the map cp , 
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then the germ of X along Y is determined up to a unique complex 
isomorphism. 
We turn to the problem of constructing a complexification for 
a parametric space. The remainder of this section will be devoted 
to showing that the problem has a positive solution. The method 
will be that of Bruhat and Whitney, [BW]. 
Again let Y be a parametric space of pure dimension dimRY =no 
= 
As above we assume Y to be paracompact Hausdorff. We can then 
find three locally finite open coverings of Y 
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over the same set of indices I such that 
For each i let ti r1 : ni .... R , 
n n1 c R , be a presentation of Ti 
and T ' :;: T. <.Pi : 1 ~ an isomorphism. 
- ..... ti As usual fi : n1 + Q will 
denote a holomorphic real extension of r 1 which is locally proper 
and generally one-to-one. We set rini = Ti. Furthermore we form 
(1) U U ' V ~r' i = ~1 i ' i = wi~i 
The isomorphism 
(3) 
• • extends to a conplex isomorphism ~ji : T1 j + Tji ~rom a neighbour-
hood of in T ij to a neighbourhood of in m • ... ji' this by 
virtue corollary 10.3 and lemma 10.4. 
We can assume that 
For every pair 
such that 
if 
• Tij is the quasianalytic real part of Tij 
( i ,j) we can select an open set in 
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and 
• 
u1J n Ti = u13 
( 4) , 
uiJ n Ti = uiJ • 
Since v1 n ~ij(Vj n uj 1 ) is compact and contained in u13 , we 
* * can choose an open set w1j c T1 j with 
and 
(5) 
Moreover the sets 
are compact and disjoint and are thus contained in disjoint open 
• • * 
sets Aij and Bij of T1j. 
vie have 
(6) 
r vi • • c Aij u wiJ 
t lJilJ (VJ n uj1 l c: B~j * u \</ij 
• * Let Ai be open in Ti such that 
r A~ n Ti = vi 
G~ n Ti = v. J. (7) 
• "' • Ai A u TT c: ij v'ij (8) 
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for all indices J such that Tij I- i2) (a finite number only). 
We have 
(9) 
• --.- * Indeed Ai n u1 j is compact and contained in Tij" Thus 
* * --. --.-~ji(Ai n u1 j) is contained in Wji(Ai n u1J) • 
Now we have 
by (4) and (7). 
* For every point x e·u1 choose an open set Uix containing 
* x in T1 satisfying the following four conditions. 
* * ( 10) vj such that x E u1j we have uix c uij 
The number of these j's is rinite. 
( 11) . 
'v'j such that x E 11Jij(Vj n uJi) we have 
* * * (cfr. ( 6) ) • uix c BiJ u w1J 
-1 t V' 
"J such that q>i (x) j we have ( 12) 
* • * uix n l)Jij (AJ n uJ 1 ) = ¢ . 
If U~j = ¢ this is trivially satisfied. If U~j ~ ¢ , there are 
finitely many such j's. Note that by {9) if tpi 1 (x) t Vj, then 
x fll/JiJ<vj n ITJ 1 ). 
(13) 
There are 
On 
* Let ui 
* 
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v (j ,k) such that 
-1 
X E Uii n 0ik' i.e. q>i (x) E 
" 
* * * we have 01x c:: lPij(Uji n uJk> n 
finitely many such pairs {. j ,k) . 
* 01x we have 
lPji = wJk 
be the union 
o wki • 
* of all 0 ix 
X € U i 
for X € Ui 
* 
u• n u• 1 j n uk , 
* * wikcuki n u, j) K 
* Let vi be a neighbourhood of vi in Ti contained in Ai 
and such that 
* * vi c:c: ui 
By (7) we have 
* 
.. 
vi vi n T1 = vi 
' 
V. n T"' = 1 ..I. 
Set 
( 14) * * * * viJ = vi n w1J<vJ n uJ i) 
* * * vijk ::; viJ n vik • 
* * * * We have vij c: uij and tJ; . vi1 ~ vji" ji . 
... 
y € A point 
* contained in some u1x for some 
* * * meet $13 cvj n uj 1 ) and w1k(Vk n 
* * * * 
x € u1 , and this set 
* Uki) and therefore also 
• 
is 
must 
ljJij(Aj n uj 1 ) and 1jJik(Ak n uk1 ). By (12) and (2) this implies 
* * that x E u1 j n u1k. Thus 
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Consequently 
* * e: wJicvi n u1J> 
* * e: wJk<vk n ukJ> 
* 
€ vJik • 
* * Thus we have wjivijk c vjik and by symmetry 
This yields 
* * viJk "J vJik 
-1 
= wji 
Moreover 
Hence we have in fact a complex analytic amalgamation system 
* {vi,w1Jl • 
* * Let {n ,,Pi} = lim{Vi,w11 } be the amalgamated sum. Thus 
u 
* * n is obtained from the disjoint sum ~Vi by dividing out by the 
equivalence relation 
* X- y ~ X E Vij , and y = wji(x) ' 
* * * * * and $i : v1 ~ n is the canonical open imbedding v1 ~ Iv1 + 0 • 
* Then n is a complex space, which a priori need not be separated. 
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MOreover the isomorphisms q>. merge to an isomorphism cp J. 
of Y onto the quasianalytic real part of n• • We want 
to show that n* is Hausdorff. 
... . 
We show f1I'st that Vij c Uij' and more precisely that 
• • 
v1J c wiJ. Naturally it suffices to glve the proof when T1J 
• • 
I. 
Let y E v ij. Since • • viJ c: vi c ui there exists X E Ui 
• such t!"1at y E ui'x" 
If X~ $ij(Vj n uji), then -1 <e1 (x) ( Vj , thus by (12) 
~. 
. ... 
Y t $11 (Aj n Uji) and a fortiori • • Y f IJiij (Vj n UJi) \'lhich contra-
• diets the fact that y € vij (cf. (14)). 
x E IJiiJ (Yj n uj 1) J ( 11) • * Thus thus by y E wiJ u Bij • Now 
* • • • • • by (8) y 
€ vi c: A1 c Aij u wiJ; and since Aij and Bij are 
• • • dia,1 oint, 1'.'e conclude that y E wiJ. Hence viJ c:: wiJ" 
• 
• Now h:t X' ~ y' be in n and let 
points such that ~1 (x) = x', IJIJ(y) = y'. We show there is a 
* neighbour-hoc.d A of x in v1 and a neighbourhood B of y in 
• V j suctl that no point of A is ~..:~qui valt=nt to a pc,int of' B. 
If this was not true, we could find two sequences {xkl {yk} 
• • • in 'I' 1 and rr• j converging to X and y with xk e viJ' 
• yk £ vJi and xk = ljliJ (yt). Since • viJ • • c: uiJ, we have X E u!J, 
• y 
€ uJ1 and X : tPtj(y) by continuity. Thus 
• • y e vJ n uJ 1 
Hence y E V*.. Jl and since 
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y = ~ •. (x) , x Jl and y are equivalent, 
which contradicts the assumption x' I y' • This gives the follow-
ing result 
10.5 Theorem. Eve,:rx parametric space admits 
complexifications. 
10.6 Corollary. Let Y be a para,pletric _ §,Q§Lg~ 
and X ~ Y a co~lexification of Y with real structure T , 
"" Y = XT • Let n : X* .... X be a normalization of X • Then X* has 
a uni~ue real structLITe T* such that n is a real ma£. Moreover 
(l. ) -'ly X* 1T = T* 
(ii) Denote X* T* Ex Y* • Then X* 
in _J2._articular Y* is a manifold. 
is nonsinguJ_ar along Y* ; 
(iii) The _!!lap TT : Y* .... Y is _proper and _g_enerally one-to-one, 
as is the com_:2lex extension n : X* .... X • 
Furthermore, these J2rQQerties characterize th~ normalization (Y*, n) 
up to a unique real-analytic isomorphism over Y • 
We next show that parametric spaces have Stein complexification$. 
This follows from 
10.7 Theorem. Every complex space with real structure has a 
Stein O£en subset containing the real part. 
The proof is delayed to section '16 (§ 3). 
10.8 Corollary. Let Y be a parametric space and X ~ Y a 
complexification of Y • Then there is a fundamental system of in-
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variant neighbourhoods of Y in X which are Stein spaces • 
10.9 Corollary. .Any n-dimensional parametric 
space maps homeomoEPhically and analytically onto the r~al quas~­
analz!?ic part of a closed subvariet_:y of d~ e;.iven by global ana-
l~ic ~ations, N >> n • 
Proof. Let Y be a parametric space and X::> Y a complexi-
fication of Y , which we may assume is Stein. There is a holo-
morphic real map f : X ... CN which is a closed topological imbedding 
(prop 2.1). Then Z = fX is a closed analytic subset of cJI , which 
is really imbedded. We have a commutative diagram 
X ... z c eN 
u u u 
X ... ZR c ~ T = 
= 
u u 
Y ... fY 
• 
~ ~ 
A.s Y equals XT, fY equals ZR (prop. 6.'1). As Z is closed 
= 
and reall:;r imbedded and SN is Stein, Z is defined by global 
holomorphic equations 
with real functions "' g. 0 
l 
Taking restrictions to 
= 
yields 
Remark. We can take N = 2n + 1 • 
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§ 2 Ordinary Singularities 
In this chapter we consider parametric singularities presented 
by generic maps. 
2.1 Let N and P be smooth manifolds with dim N <dim P. 
Then their k,th order jet bundle 
( 1) k > 0 ' 
is defined. Composing with the projection maps yields the smooth 
fibre bundles 
and 
More generally there are canonical bundle projections 
n: J"k(N,P) -+ J 1 (N,P) for k ~ 1 > 0 • Locally J"k(N,P) looks 
like Jkq~n ,~P) ~ :f x ~p x J"k(n,p) , ;,vhere J"k(n,p) is the space 
of k-jets of germs ( !Jn,O)-+ ( ~P,o), hence can be identified 
with the vactor space of k' th order :polynomial maps p ; :gn _, ~p 
with p(o) = o • The structure group is Lk(n) x Lk(p) where 
Lk(n) denotes the open subset of J"k(n,n) of invertible jets, a 
group under composition. We denote by jkf : N - J"k(N ,P) the jet 
extension of a smooth map f : N -+ P • 
For any integer s > 1 let k sJ" (N,P) be the subspace of 
J"k(N,P)s of s-tuples (z1 , ••• ,zs) with distinct sources and let 
N(s) be the space of s--tuples (x1 , ••• ,xs) of distinct points 
of N • Then there are the multi-jet bundles 
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and 
(9) TT 11 • Jk(N P) ._.. Ps 
• s ' 
generalizing (1), (2) and (3) above. We denote by sjkf: N .... sJk(N,P) 
the multi-jet eJ,.rtension of a smooth map f • 
For i > 0 let ~i c J 1 (N,P) be the set of 1-jets of kernel-
rank i • This is a (regular) submanifold of J1 (N,P) and a smooth 
subbundle of J 1 (N,P) over N x P • We have the following well 
known facts, cf. e.g. [W]: 
form a finite partition of J 1(N,P) 
into locally closed submanifolds with the properties 
(i) ~0 is open and dense in J 1 (N,P) • 
(ii) ~i= ~i U ~i+1 U ••• U ~n • In particular ~j c ~i- ~i 
for j > i .. 
(iii) co dim ~i = i (p-n-:-i) 
(iv) Each pair of strata (~i,~j) satisfies the Whitney 
conditions (a) and (b). 
If f: N- P is a smooth map such that j 1f: N - J 1 (N,P) is 
transversal to all the manifolds ~i , then [~i(f) Ji>O with 
~i(f) = (j 1 f)-1 ~i is again a partition of N into locally closed 
submanifolds with the same properties. By Thomrs transversality 
theorem the maps f E ~(N,P) for which this is true form rul open 
dense set of ~(N,P) in the Whitney topology. 
In the sequal we shall make repeated use of the following ob-
sel"Vation of Whitney, [W], p.290: 
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-'11. -'1 Lemma (Whi tn~ semi canonical form) 
IT a belonE._s to L:s(f) , we can Sf?lect coordinates 
(t1, ••• ,tn-s;x-'l, ••• ,xs) 
and f(a) , resl2_ectively, 
and (y1 , ••• ,yn-s;z-'l, ••• ,zp-n+s) at a 
"" in which f takes the form yi r= fi (t,x) , 
A 
zj ~ fn-s+j(t,x) with 
y1 = t1 
• 
• r = n-s . 
Yr = tr 
z1 = c:p-'l(t,x) 
0 
. k p-s • = 
zk+s = c:pk+s(t,s) 
( ) 0 d ( ) 0 -1 < . < k + s • C()j 0,0 = ' Cflj 0,0 = ' I - J 
Furthermore_, if j '1f is transverse to L:s at 
entries of the matrix 
. . . 
. . . 
a, then the 
are smoothly indeQendent at the origin, hence can be taken in a 
system of local coordinates. 
Remarks. (-'1) By (iii) above, if a E L:s(f) and j 1f is 
transverse to L:s at a , then co dim L:s (f) at a is s (k+s) , 
which requires 
that there are 
s(k+s) 
s(k+s) 
< n • This is 
functions u .. lJ 
matrix W of lemma 11.1. 
in agreement with the fact 
oc:pi 
= dx:" in the Whitney 
J 
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(2) Let v"l, ••• ,vn-s(k+s) be smooth functions of t and x 
ocp. 
such that u .. = ~ and vh give a new local coordinate system lJ ux. 
at a • A sufficieRtly small neighborhood U(a) of a in N is 
then stratified by L:s (f) , L:s-1 (f), ••• , L:0 (f) , and the strata are 
given by determinantal equations: 
L:s-h(f)nu = {(u,v)EUlrk{u .. }=h} lJ 
This implies that for j 1f transverse to all L:i the stratification 
{L:i(f)} has no local invariants; i.eo if a, a' E L:s(f), there are 
neighborhoods U(a) , U(a') and a diffeomorphism ,. : U(a) ... U(a') 
such that 'T"(L:s-h(f) n U(a) = L:s-h(f) n U(a') • 
Boardman, [B] has defined more refined singularity subsets L:t 
depending on multi--indices t = (i"l ,i2 , ••• ,ik) with the following 
properties: 
Each jet space Jk(N,P) has a canonical partition {L:t} into 
non-empty locally closed submanifolds, where t. runs through all 
k-tuples of integers (i"l, ••• ,ik) with n ~ i 1 .:::_ ••• ~ ik .:::_ 0 • 
Furthermore, the partition of Jk(N,P) is a refinement of the par-
tition pulled up from Jk-'1 (N ,P) ; more precisely 
In. particular 
u 
o~i~_1 
n-1 ~Ci 1 , ••• ,o) (i"l, ••• ,o,o) 
'-' = L: , i.e. the pull-back 
of a stratum whose index ends in zero is not further refined, but is 
again a stratum. E.g. L:(o, ••• ,o) = n-1L:0 , and so E(o, ••• ,o) c 
~c(N ,P) is an open dense subset of Jk(N ,P) • The important feature 
of the Boardman partitions of the higher jet spaces is for following: 
Let f : N ... P be a smooth map, and for any Boardman index 
t = (i1, •• o,ik) set 
where f' = f\l:t1(f) 
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and t' = (i1 , ••• , ik_1 ) , :provided 
i 
= l: k(f') 
jk-1f is 
transverse to t' l: • Thus, under well defined transversality condi-
tions the Boardman partition {l:~(f)} of N is the result of a 
repeted rank stratification by f • 
If v1 denotes the codimension of ~t in its jet space, then 
Vt·- vt' is strictly :positive unless ik = 0 ([B],§6). It follows 
that in ~-: 1 (N ,P) strata of indices with only non-·zero entries 
have codimension > n and so will be avoided by transverse jet exten-
sions. This implies that a map whose (n-1-1 )-st jet extension is 
Jn+1(N,P) transverse to all Boardman strata of has all jet e::A.>ten-
sions transverse to all Boardman strata of all jet spaces. By an 
application of the transversality theorem such maps fill up at least 
an open dense subset of ~(N,P) . One needs to know that the finite 
:partition of Jn+1(N,P) by Boardman strata can be refined to a 
finite Whitney stratifiaction, and this can be deduced from a theorem 
of Whitney, [W 2] • Hence generic maps show at most Boardman singu--
laritieso 
If f has jet extensions transverse to all Boardman strata, it 
follows that the partition of N pulled dovm from any jet level 
above the n-th is independent of that particular level and is a 
refined rank partition of N associated to f 
N = ~0 (f) 
U ~('1 ,o)(f) U ~(1 ,1 ,o\f) U •. • 
U ~(2,o)(f) U ~(2,1 ,o)(f) U 
.... 
• • • 
(where we have dropped repeted o 's ) • On each non-empty stratum ~ 
we have fl~ an immersion, as its index ends in a 0 • To describe 
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the generic situation of the family of maps [f!L:} thus obtained 
we need the multijet spaces. 
The target map n" : Jk(N ,P) _. P restricts to a fibre bundle 
:projection for each Hence, for any r-tuple 
of k--indices ( t. 1 , ••• , t r) the fibred product "1 "r 2: Xp•••Xpl: C 
k k J (N ,P) x ••• x J (N ,P) is a bundle over P and a subman.ifold of 
k r ~t1, ••• ,t.r J (N,P) • Define ~ to be the intersection of 
with the open subset 
1r -1 t1 ' • • • 't r (rj '"f) L: 
and set 
( ) (r) Then x1 , ••• ,xr EN is 
in if and only if 
t. 
f(x1 ) = ••• = f(xr) and xj E 2-:: ~f), 
j = 1, ••• ,r. 
pr diag <--- p 
/ / 
Jk(N pi t1, ••• ,t.r :) l: 
r ' " 
~ !rjkf J t 
N(r) :) t/p···'"r 2: (f) 
Let x = (x1 , ••• ,xr) be a point of N(r) • The multijet 
k ~"1, ••• ,tr 
extension rj f is seen to be transverse to ~ at x 
and only if 
1. jkf is transverse to 
1. • 
2: J at xj , j = 1, ••• ,r • 
1. t 
2. frli: 1 (f) x ••• x l: r(f) is transverse to the diagonal of 
X • 
Condition 2. expresses the fact that the map germs 
1. 
• • ,f I (l: r(f) ,xr) form a family in general position at 
if 
We 
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will call a map briefly multitransverse if its multijet extension 
t1, ••• ,tr . k is transverse to all L: ln rJ (N ,P) for varying r and k • 
By a more refined application of the transversality theorem 
the multitransverse maps N ~ P are seen to form a residual subset 
of ~(N ,P) ( [Ma 2], sec. 3). Unfortunately the interior of this sub-
set need not be dense, so that the property of being multitransverse 
is not generic for general smooth maps. However, the multitrans-
verse proper maps· contain an open dense subset of ~p (N ,P) , the 
(open) set of proper maps in ~(N,P) • More generally the same is 
true for the locally proper maps N ~ P, as we have ~lp (N ,P) = 
U~P (N ,U) , where U runs through the open subsets of P • Thus 
generic locally proper maps are multitransverse. 
12. Ordinag sing:g.),arities. Let N be an n-dimensional 
real-analytic manifold and f a map of A1 (N, Rp) , n < p • 
= p = 
Generically f is multitransverse and of bounded deficiency, hence 
admits a complixification f: N ~ cP also multitransverse and of 
bounded deficiency (secs,.4 and 15 ). If s is a bound for the de-
ficiency of f on N , we have ~a ·f*:rgf (a) ::;:, :m: at every point 
a E N (18.1'1). 
,..., 
Hence, close to N, f is locally proper ( 4.5 ). 
,..., 
We show that f is generally one-to-one. 
Set 
By definition 
,.., 
r-tuple fibred product of N by f. 
~r = ~r~p = diagonal of (~p)r 
~r = ~rN = fat diagonal of Nr 
Thus is a complex analytic sub·-
""'r set of N which is non-singular and of dimension p - r(p-n) 
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"' outside ~r • 6 =r is the set of r-tuples o.f if' with repetitions, 
---(r) ~r "' i.e. the complement of N in N . If r > p/(p-n) ' II is r 
,.., 
"' certainly contained in 6 Thus f has no fiber with more than 
=r 
p/(p-n) elements. 
"' Let II = U II be the decomposition of II into irreducible 
r v rv r 
...... 0 ...... 
components. Let IIr = U~IIrv , where the union is taken over all com-
ponents not contained in ~r • Then is also an analytic subset 
of ..... r N t invariant under permutations of the factors of 
....,r 
N • We 
have "'0 11 
r 
of codimension (r-1 )p , hence of dimension rn - (r-1)p 
= p - r(p-n) • 
Let pr be 
any subset K of 
the projection to the first factor on Nr • For 
...... ...... -1 ...... ----1"' "'-1"' N , (:pr I IIr) K = n r n (K X f fK X ••• X f fK) • 
Hence pr jnr pulls back compact subsets to compact subsets and 
finite to finite. Hence prlrr is a proper finite map, and since 
r 
Set 
1"'0 pr II is also proper and finite. 
r 
D = D (r) = p.rTI0 ' r = 2' 3,... . 
=r =r 
It follows that "' D 
=r 
is 
a closed analytic subset of N of dimension p- r(p-n) , hence of 
codimension n- p + r(p-n) = (r-1) (p-n) • In particular D 
=r 
is 
"" empty 1-rhen r > p/(:p-n) • 
by analytic subsets 
Thus we get a finite filtration of N 
...., 
N => ~2 => :g3 => • • • 
In particular f is generally one-to-one since f is injective 
outside ~2 • 
We collect our observations. 
12.1 Proposition. Generically a locally _£roper map f : N ... :gP , 
n < p , has a coml?_lexific~tion f : N ... cP which is 
(i) }-,.Q_cally _prope~ 
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(ii) Kenerally one-to:one 
(iii) multitransverse 
(iv) of bounded deficiency. 
roJ 
In .P_articu}-ar f is finite and of _mul ti:plici t_;y_ .:5. p/(p-n) • 
To the properties (i)- (iv) of a generic map we can add a fifth 
important property. 
12.2 Proposition. For generic f 
:plexification of n2 (f) • 
n2(f) is a faithful com-
Proof. Since the claim is local, we may assume f given as 
a map f : TJ.n, o _. f;p , o p = n + k , k .?.: o • We have to check that 
every irreducible germ of at a real point (a,a) on 
the diagonal 6 have a non-empty real part of codimension n+k 
(lemma 10.2). If f has rank s at a , which we can take to be 
the origin o , we can assume f hence f to be on the form 
,-
1 < i < n-s 1 yi = x. ]_ 
<( 
(z~ = rp~(x) 1 < ~ < 
where starts with second order terms 
and the quadratic foT'ID.S 
(a.) 
cp'(x) = L: a .. x.x. 
a. . . lJ ]_ J l,J 
have linearly independent derivatives 
( ·~) acp' a. Ox. = 
]_ 
c~) 2 L: a .. x. j lJ J 
S+k, 
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for 1 < a. < s + k and n- s + 1 < i < n (lemma , with a change 
of notation). 
The analytic set n2 is then difined by the equations 
X • x' J... - -i = 0 1 < i < n-s 
c~*) 
1 < a. < s+k 
where (x,x') are local coordinates. 
Set 
u. = x. - x! 
J... J... J... 
1 < i < n 
u! = x. + x! 
J... J... J... 
1 < i < n 
This is a set of new coordinates in ~n x ~n respecting R x R and 
en >< d:J. in vJhich IT is given by 
= ' 2 
1 < i < S+k 
(**) 
= 0 1 < a. < s+k 
We nmv blow up the diagonal 7!. = {u. = o, 1 < i < n} , getting an alge-
J... - -
"' 
,..._ 
braic variety W .. In the coordinates u. ,u! 
J... J... 
W is displayed as 
a product 
where 
W = [(u,T)ECn(u)xP 1 lu.T.=u.T.} = =n- . J... J J J... 
(W is Cn(u) blown up at the origin) 
Consider the coordinate patches 
,..._ 
W. := [T.;£0}, 
J... J... 
1 < i < n • 
These are of two types ; namely those vli th 1 _::: i ,:: n- s , of which 
,.., 
is typical, and tho.se with n- s + 1 < i .:::, n, of which Wn is 
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typical. 
'!". 
On w-'1 ~ ui = u-19:1 , so that 
a set of coordinates 
'j". 
~ 
u. = u - , so that 1 nTn 
a set of coordinates. 
form 
T T 
-'] n-'1 I I 
u ,~, ••• ,~,u-'1, ••• ,un 
n n n 
form 
Let TI : w .... en X en be the natural projection. Let J be the 
ideal generated by ._,.. -.~I J~· - ..i)..• ' l l -'l<i<n-s, 
- -
and 
'1 < a. < k + s • Then rr = rr2 is the variety of zeros of ~ • We 
claim that 
or 
'T' 1 = o, .... ,Tn"' 
-o 
= 0 
0 ' 1 <a.< k+s 
according as 1 < n - s or 1 > n - s + '1 • 
In fact on w1 we find n*J generated by 
1"2 'I" n-s 
u1 , u1-,:- , • • • , u1--;:--
'1 1 
" 'I" i(" (CL) I ) u 1 '-' - '-' a . . u . + • • • i 'I" 1 j ~J J 1<a.<k+S 
Therefore -~1 ( 1 ) "' I ri TI x 0 ,x0 n W-'] r YJ implies u1 = o , hence 
hence u '. = o , hence J 
On Wn we have 
'[i (0:.) I 
u L: -( L: a . . u . + ••• ) = 0 , 
ni '~"n j ~J J 
x = x' showing 
0 0 ' 
'1 <a.<k+s 
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If 1 "' and f x' we must have f 0; thus TT- (x0 ,x~)nwn 10 X un 0 0 ' 
TT-1 (x0 ,x~) is in the set 
r r r 1 n-s 0 ;:-- = o, ••• ,-,.- = 
n n l); a~~) ri u'. + .. • = 0 
' 
1 < a. < k+ s lJ ,. n J 
Since ,-n f; o on Wn , this yields the claim. 
From property (*) it follows that we can make an Rn x ~n -
invatiB.J.J.t change of coordinates in en >< ~ by setting 
= ui ' 
=I: a~~)u'. + • •• , j lJ J 
= ••• 
1 < i < n 
n- s + 1 < i _:: n, 1 <a.< s+k 
where the coordinates w are chosen as appropriate linear func-
.. 
tions of the uj , 1 _::: j ~ n • 
In these new coordinates the equations of 
the form 
{ r. = 0 1 < i < n- s ]_ -(**) n 
I: 'T".W.a. = 0 1 < a. < s+k 
. , ]_ J.=n-s+1 -
However, these are n + k independent equations defining a manifold 
of codimension n + k which has a real part of the same codimension. 
Projecting down by TT shows that """o n is irreducible at the origin 
and a faithful complexification of its real part. 
"' Remark. The corresponding statement for the higher Tir(.f) and 
llr(f) can be proved the same way. 
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To get better insi~Lt into the structure of f we introduce 
the (strict) multiplicity sets Dr = Dr(f), r = 2,3, •••• The ele-
ments of Dr are the points x EN such that f(x) = f(x2 ) = ••• 
= f(xr) for r distinct points x,x2 , ••• ,xr. These sets induce 
a decending filtration [Dr~t(f)}r>2 on each Boardman stratum 
~t (f) , D ~t (f) = D n ~t (f) • We now refine this filtration and 
r r 
then pass to the associated subdivision of [~t(f)}., • More speci-
t2, ••• ,tr i 
fiaally consider the subsets D ~ (f) of points x such 
that f(x) = f(x2 ) = • • • = f(xr) for r distinct points x E ~t (f) , 
t2 tr ~ E ~ (f) , o •• , xr E ~ (f) • Here t , t 2 , ••• , t r are arbitrary 
Boardman symbols, not necessarily distinct. 
t2, ••• ,tr t t 
Clearly D ~ (f) c D ~ (f) and 
r 
where the union is trucen over all unordered (r-1)-tuples t 2 , ••• ,tr. 
t2, ••• ,tr (D - is independent of the order of the symbols t . ) • The 
r J 
,..., 
corresponding complex sets are similarly defined; they sit in N • 
12.3 Theorem. If f is a locally :r>ro:per generic ma_p...,__the 
t2, ••• ,t 
multifiltration {Dr r~t (f)} has the l?ro;eerties 
(i) t2, .... ,1.r 1. Dr ~ (f) is an immersed manifold and a semianalytic 
subset of N • 
(ii) is locally_ closed. 
(iii) Locally at any_ J?Oint of N 
union of branches. 
(iv) is a submanifold of 
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FurthermoreL the closure of Dr(f) in N is the semianal~ic sub-
set :Qr(f), which in turn is the quasi?ft.alyt;ic real part of :Qr(f). 
Similar pro_.E_erties .. hold for the mul tifil tration 
t2, ••• ,tr t "" [Dr Z (f)} alonE N • 
Proof. Let "''1 tr Z (f), ••• ,z (f) be arbitrary Boardman strata 
on N (not necessarily distinct). The corresponding subset 
t"l, ••• ,tr N(r) 
Z (f) in sits in IIr - ~r and is a submanifold of 
is multitransverse. More precisely the collection 
r fixed, is a partition of II - 6 into sub-
r =r 
manifolds. Moreover, the projection pr 
t 1 , ••• ,tr is an immersion on each Z (f) • 
(onto the first factor) 
For the r-multiple fibred 
product of the map f is the map 
t 1 , ••• ,1r 
f 0 pr 1 rrr ' which is therefore an 
immersion on 
1. • 
I: J(f) and 
I: (f) (since 
f is multitransverse). 
t"l, ••• ,tr 
immersion on I: (f) Since 
f is an immersion on each 
It follows that pr is an 
t 1 , ••• ,tr pr maps I: (f) onto 
"'2, ••• ,tr t1 
Dr Z (f) the first part of claim (i) follows. 
To settle the next part we consider a singularity stratum 
1.1 ' • • • ' t r ·- - r I: = I: (f) .As Z and oE = E- E are subvarieties of N , 
there is a finite partition of oE into locally closed submanifolds 
z1 ,E2,... such that E,E1 ,E2 , ••• 
I: and pr is an immersion on each 
is a Whitney stratification of 
L , [W] o We have dim E.< dim E. 
l l 
Set D = prE , D. = prE .• 
l l 
Since f is l,~•cally proper, pr is 
-proper on II and therefore on E c II Hence D = D u U. D. , and 
r r 1 l 
-it suffices to show semianalyticity of the skeleta of D • For the 
sake of the proof we can restrict attention to TI = prl~ and D 
itself. 
By our genericity assumptions on f the projection pr is 
finite on II 
r 
and hence on 
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Let A be the local ring of N at y and A. 
=l. 
the local ring of 
~ at x. • By the finitenes of n there is a set of germs ]. 
e1 ,e2 , ••• ,em E ~i such that every ~ E ~i can be written ~ = 
n*cp1 .e1 + ••• + n*cpm·em for suitable cp1 , .... ,cpm E ~, n*cpj = cpj• n. 
Hence ~i is integral over ~, and there is a surjective A-homo-
morphism 
_. A. 
=l. 
with kernel J taking tj to ej, j =1,2, ••• ,m. Restricting to 
a sufficiently small nei thbourhood of y in N , W , there results 
-1 
a neighborhood ui of xi with 11 w = u1 u 0 •• u ur and 
11 : U. _. W proper. ]. Furthermore, for small W the map 
j 11 : U. _. Wx Rm given by ]. = is an 
imbedding onto the variety of the ideal ~ c ~[t1 , ••• ,tm] • In par-
ticular J. U. c W >< R m is the zero-set of a finite number of _poly-
n J. = 
nomials with coefficients in A • Then by Lojasiewicz' version of 
the Tarski~Seidenberg theorem the projected image pr1 ( j U. ) = 11U. 11 ]. ]. 
is semianalytic at y o Hence 11(u1 U • o. U Ur) = nU1 U ••• U 11Ur is 
-
semianalytic at y • But then D = 11~ is semianalytic at y, 
since it coincides with 11(U1 U ••• U Ur) in W • This completes 
the proof of (i). 
Consider next the associated system of closed semianalytic 
subsets D,D('1)'D( 2 ), ••• , where D('1) = 
etc. Clearly D = D- (D('I)- (D( 2 )- .... ) 
-
D- D, D( 2 ) = D('1)- D('l), 
... ) . 
By a theorem of Lojasiewicz there is a semianalytic triangulation 
of N compatible with the family D,D('1)'•••, cf. [L]. In parti-
- - t2, .... ,tr "'r. 
cular each D, D(i) appear as a subcomplex and so D =Dr :E (f) 
is a locally finite union of simplices, each of which is an analytic 
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and semianalytic submanifold of N • This yields claill (iii) and 
(vi). Claim (ii) follmr;s from claim (iii) .. 
Finally we have D = pr(ll - !:. ) and ~r 0 Since n - t::. = pr n . r r =r r r =r 
c n° is dense in no 
r' 
and since prln~ is closed when f is lo-r 
cally proper, D c D 
r =r 
is dense in D 
=r • 
Thus the semi analytic 
set ~r is the closure of the multiplicity set Dr in N • The 
same arguments also work in the complex case for a complecification 
f on N (sufficiently close to N ) • This terminates the proof of 
theorem 12.3. 
12.4 Corollary. Dr(f) is empty for r > p/(p-n) • For 
r ~ p/(p-n) codim Dr(f) = (r-1)(p-n) • 
(As usual this includes the possibility that Dr or Dr is empty 
also for small r ) • 
t2, ••• ,tr t 
Set l:t (f) = D l:t (f)- D 1l: (f) for r _::: 2, t 2 , ••• ,tr r r+ 
and l:~(f) = l:1.(f)-D2l:t(f). Here t 2 , ••• ,tr is an arbitrary 
sequence of Boardman sumbols, ¢ stands for the empty sequence 
corresponding to r = 1 • Then {Et (~1 1 form a partition t 2., ••• , tr ~r> 
of l:t(f) 
1. 
into analytic and semi analytic submanifolds. Hence 
{ l:. 1 • (fj } is 
•2, ••• ,.r a smooth refinement of the Boardman partition 
p:;t (f)} of N • 
Remark. (1) The difference sets Dr(f) - Dr+1(f) need not 
be manifolds, or even locally closed, although they will be a finite 
union of submanifolds, cf. ex.(1) of section 3. 
(2) It follows from 12.2 that in the generic case n2(f) is 
a faithful complexification of n2(f) (and similarly for the higher 
llr' s) • This fact depends on the multitransversality of f and not 
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only of the smoothness Jf the various strata in N • 
Consider the map given by 
~ ~ 3 Clearly f is proper, since f 1 (z,w) = z is a proper function of 
,..._ 
z and 13(z,w) = w is a proper function of w • Furthermore, f 
is 1 - 1 outside the curve C = [w = z3} c Q2 • On the curve C 
f is 3-1 ; points (z,w), (z,eiww), (z,e2iww) with w = z3 and 
w = 2TI/3 are sent to the same point. The real restriction 
_.,. ·R2 ... R3 
J.. • = is globally 1- 1 , for two out of the above three points 
on C are always non~real. Thus f is an algebraic map which is 
a closed topological imbedding. 
Now set 
rr21 = [ ( ( z1 , w), ( z2 , w)) lw = z~, z2 = z1 eiw} 
Then 
"' ,..., 
is the splitting of rr2(f) = n2 in irreducible components and so 
n~ = n21u n22 
However, the real part of consists of the origin alone, 
n~ = [ ( o , o) } , 
and so is not a complexfication of 
We find 
,.... 
pr1ll21 = pr1ll22= C 
no 2 • 
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and 
....., ,...., 
D2 == D3 D4 = D5 = .... = 0 
..... 
In particular the real part of D2 is the real curve y = x3, hence 
of real dimension 1 • But D2 = [0} . 
It is easily seen that f x f is transverse to t::.2c ~3 X ~3 
outside 1:::. c R2 x R2 On the other hand f3 is not transverse to 2 = = 
~:::. 3 c ~3 X ~3 x ~3 outside ~3 c ~2 x ~2 x ~2 • 
We have 
L:'tf) = [0} • 
Still f is not transverse to 2:1 c J1 (~2 , ~?) at the origin. 
(3) Denote by 
1 2 
= 2: (f)Ul: (f)U ••• 
l:(f) c N the critical set of f , i.e. l:(f) 
= U Et (.f) • Then L:(f) is a closed subset 
t/(o) 
of N , and it follows from the above that E~ (f) = ~2 (f) = 
2:~ (f) U E (.f) = D2 (f) U E(.f) • In fact there is an analytic isomor-
phism s : E~(f) -+ .J:o).l..o)(f) taking x to (x,x') , where x' is 
the unique point different from x such that f(x') = f(x). 
Clearly :jpJ.JP)(f) = TI~(f) , from which the equalities follow. 
In particular this shows that the substratum E~(.f) c E0 (.f) , 
which equals E0 (f) -- D2 (f), actually equals 2:0 (f) - ~2 (f) and 
so is again open (and dense). 
(4) In the range k > n/2 (the metastable range) E~(f),E~(f) 
and l:;(f) are the onl,;y: possible non-empty Boardman substrata that 
ca..n occur for a generic f , i.e. f shows at worst simple double-
points or singular single-points where the rank of f drops by 1 • 
We have 
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and the normal form of f at ~~(f) (cf.~4.1) shows that ~2 (f) 
is actually a submanifold of N in this case. 
~2.5 Theorem. Let N be a real-analytic manifold of dimension 
n' 
n+k ~ ~ ~+k f : N .... ~... a _proper generic map and f : N .... ~ a complexi-
fication of f • Set X = fN, Y = fN • Then for N close to N 
"" (i) N is the normalization of X 
--- -~~~~----~ 
(E.z f ) , and Y is a _para-
metric set which is the ~asianal~ic real part of X • 
(ii) Y is a semiana1ytic subset of Rn+k • 
(iii) X and Y are weakly normal. 
,..., 
Proof. By proposition 12.~ above f is locally proper and 
generally one-to one for sui table N , hence gives the normalization 
of its image. And it follows from Prop.4.1 (which holds equally 
well in the global situation) that X is a complexification of its 
real part and vJith quasianalytic real part Y • Then f restricted 
to open coordinate patches of N presents Y as a parametric set. 
This gives (i). The proof of (ii) is like that of statement (i) of 
It remains to check (iii). Since f is multitransverse close 
to N, an application of Proposition 9o1 shows that the complex set X 
is weakly normal, cf. [AH] • To see that Y is weakly normal form 
the fibered product rr2 = rr2 (f) • We get a commutative diagram 
,..., ,..., 
Il2 ~ NxN 
~ Jtxf 
cn+k diag Cn+k X cf1+k __,_ 
= = = 
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"" There is an inclusion of sheaves f'* Q c ¢1) over N, and a germ 
""* h from Q(~belongs to f 0 if and only if the corresponding 
germ H defined locally by H(x,y) = h(x) - h(y) vanishes on n2 , 
Hiil2 = 0 • Let g be a continuous real-valued germ at y E Y and 
f -1 [y} • such that gof is analytic at each point of Let G be 
,...., 
the complexification of gof • Then G vanishes on rr2 = rr2(f) , 
"" the real part of rr2 • By proposition 12.2 n2 is a faithful 
"" complexification of rr2 for generic f , hence G nust vanish on 
"" Therefore "" G factorizes holomorphically over f' G = gof • 
Then g is a holomorpb.ic extension of g , and so g is real-ana-
lytic. This shows that Y is weakly normal. 
13. The Whitney form and the quadratic.differential. Let 
f : N -+ P be a smooth map presented in Whitney form at a E N by 
suitable coordinate systems (t,x) and (y,z) as in lemma 11.1. 
The following is then immediate. 
13.1 Lemma. If a E ~s(f) and j 1f is transverse to ~s 
at a , then locallz at a • 
(i) 
ocp. 
~s(f) = [~(t,x) = 0, 1 < j <k+s, 1_< 1_< s} 
u~ -:- -
(ii) 0 ker df(a) = span{~, 1_:: 1 :5, s} 
1 
(iii) 0 coker df (a) ~ span { dz"':'" , 1 _:: j _:: k +s} 
J 
In the \lllhitney form as presented in 11.1 we ca:n. split the maps cpj , 
n-s (j) 
cpJ.(t,x) = q.(x) + ~ t. a. (t,x) +0(3) 
J i=1 l l 
a~j)(O,O) = 0 , 
l 
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where q. 
J 
is the quadratic term in the variables 
The local; 
x1 , ••• , xs. quad-
ratic part q = (q1 , ••• ,qs+k) is not generally preserved under 
smooth coordinate changes, even such as respects the Whitney forms 
of f • It is however, preserved under linear coordinate changes. 
More precisely the (s+k)-tuple s,ymmetric tensor (q1 (dx1 , ••• ,dxs), •• 
•• ,qs+k(dx1 , ••• ,dxs)) at a is preserved under coordinate changes 
at a and f(a) respecting the Whitney forms of f , or even gene-
ral coordinate changes provided we restrict attention to the kernel 
and ignore the image of df(a) • This is immediate by direct compu-
tation. 
Therefore there is a well defined quadratic map 
d2f(a) : ker df(a) - coker df(a) 
which in the tangent coordinate systems derived from (t,x) and 
(y,z) takes the form q(dx) • This quadratic differential d2f(a) 
varies smoothly (or analytically) with a E ~s(f) , hence defines a 
bundle map d2f over ~s(f) depending only on the 2-set j 2f 
along ~s(f) • The effect of the Whitney form is to display locally 
at a the stratification ~s(f),~s-1 (f), ••• ,~0 (f) together with 
the first and second differentials df(a) , d2f(a) • 
Exam:ele The map f : R4 .... R4 given by 
y1 = t1 
y2 = t2 
2 2 
z1 = x1 -x2 +t1x+t2x2 
is at any rate 1-transversal and o E ~2 (f) , so that the preceed-
ing applies and gives d2f(o) as 
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in the coordinate systems {dx1 ,dx2 } , [dz1 ,dz2 } • 
For any Boardman map f : N .... P and even for 1-transversal 
maps we have 
with f' = flEi(f) • Hence E(i,j)(f) = 
{x E Ei(f) l dimker df(x) II TxEi(f) = j} • In particular E(i' 0 ) (f) = 
{x E l:i(f) 1 ker df(x) II T I:i(f) = {o} } • This particular Boardman 
X 
substratum is nicely characterized by the quadratic differential. 
Then 
13.2 Proposition. Suppose j 1f 
a E Es(f) belongs to l:(s,o)(f) 
is transversal to at a. 
has 
no non-trivial double zero. 
if and only if 
This means that d2f(a) cannot be ex-
Ere?sed as a ~uadratic map in less than s variables. 
Proof. We may suppose f given in Whitney form at a' 
Y· = t. 1 < i < n-s 
r 1. 1. 
l. 
cpj(t,x) 1 _:: j .:5_ k+s z. = J 
where 
The corresponding linear coordinate systems identifies TaN with 
JR?, kerdf(a) with the subspace of vectors (O, .... ,o,s1 , ••• ,ss), 
and ker df(a) n Tai:s(f) with the smaller subspace of vectors 
(0, .... ,o, s1 ' ••• ' ss) such that 
( 1) 
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\:/.,k 
J 
(lemma 13.1). The equations (1) are equivalent to 
2 s d q. 
(2) I: :J 
1=1 d~dxl 
which again are equivalent 
(3) 
oq. 
-ix; Cs) = 
Finally (3) leads to 
(4) qj(s) = 0 
sl = 0 
to 
0 
v .,k 
J 
V. 
J 
The implications (2) ~ (3) and (3) ~ (4) follow by two succesive 
applications o~ Euler's theorem on homogenous polynomials. 
This proves the proposition. 
Remarks. (1) A double zero for the polynomial map q = 
(q1 , ••• ,qs+k) is a common solution of the equations 
Each 
qj(x) = 0 
oq. 
oxJ(x) = 0 
1 
determines a quadratic hypersurface 
1<l<s 
q. = 0 
J 
and x = (x1 , ••• ,xs) is a non-trivial double zero of 
only if these surfaces touch at (x1 : ••• :xs) 
;n p 
..... s-1 ' 
q if and 
(2) If a real quadratic map q has a non-trivial complex 
double zero, then it has a non-trivial real double zero. For the 
equations 
imply 
oq. 2Cs) = o U.A.k 
and hence by linearity 
-
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v.,k 
J 
Y.,k 
J 
But s+s are both real and at least one is non-zero. 
Coordinate systems in N and P presenting f in Whitney 
form, as in lemma 11.1, are called adapted to f • A change of co-
din t . ,...,n or a es 1n ~ ,o is called admissible if it keeps 
adapted systems adapted. Then with our earlier notations (lemma 13.1) 
one has the following standard admissible changes. 
(a) (y' z) is chang_ed to (y'') with 
'j = 'j (y' z) ' 1 ~ j ~ S+k, and 
s(o,o) = 0 
det ~~(o ,o) I= 0 
* = 0 
This is a coordinate change in ~:p • 
(b) (t ,x) is chang_ed to (t,e) with 
8. = a j ( t ,x) , 1~j~s, and J 
e(o,o) = 0 
ae I= 0 det ox(o,o) 0 
This is a coordinate change in IP 
= 
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(c) (y' z) is changed to (n,z) and 
(t ,x) is changed to ( 'f ,x) 
with n. = n.(y,z) J J and 'f. J = -rj(t,x) = nj(t,cp(t,x)), 
1_::j_::r, and such that 
n(o,o) = 0 
det ~; ( o , o ) ~ 0 • 
This is a simultanous coordinate change in ~n and ~p • 
Note that in adapted coordinates the jacobian of f shows the 
block form 
with 
J'(o) = o, J"(o) = 0 
and that a coordinate change is admissible if it keeps this property. 
Then it is easy to see that (a), (b) and (c) are admissible changes. 
Morin has remarked that every admissible coordinate change is a 
composite of the standard changes, [Mo]. 
14. 2- determine.d _parametric ma12s. L""l this section we con-
sider the situation where a parametric map f : N .... Rp is determined 
by its first and second differentials at a generic point of ~s(f) • 
We also compute the normal form of f at such a point. This gene-
ralizes some results of Whitney, [W]. 
First we make a digression on quadratic forms. Denote by 
~m(s) = ~m(s,:~) the space of real homogenous polynomial functions 
of degree m in s variables. Allowing the zero polynomial, ~m(s) 
is a vector space over n of dimension 
In particular ~ (s) is the space of quadratic forms and is of 
dimension (s; 1) = fs(s+1) • I:f one wants to classify the elements 
g of 22(s) up to linear coordinate changes in the source - and 
target space, notice that a change in the target space R means 
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multiplying q by a non-zero scalar. Hence we could first pass to 
the associated projective space P(~2 (s)) and then divide out by 
the induced action of GL(s) on P(~ 2 (s)) • The resulting orbit 
space completely classifies the non-equivalent forms of § 2 (s) • 
More generally, consider a quadratic map of s variables into 
lJF ' q = ( q1 'q2' ••• '~) ' qi E ~ 2 ( s) ' 1 < i .=: p • 
Again, observe that linear coordinate changes in 
= 
just mea...ns 
acting linearly on q by non-singular p-matrices, thus producing 
new maps q' with the same linear span in ~ 2 (s), L(q') = L(q) • 
Hence, if we pass to Gt(~2 (s)), the grassmannian of t-dimensional 
linear subspaces of 22(s) (or (t-1)-dimensional projective sub-
spaces of P(~ 2 (s))), for t = 1,2, ••• ,ts(s+1) -1, and then divide 
by the induced action of GL( s) on Gt , the resulting orbit struc-
tures will represent ~ 2 (s,p) = ~ 2 (s)P up to linear coordinate 
changes (though in general not faithfully). To be precise, if 
(Aq1 ) (x) = q1 (Ax) 
is the operation of GL(s) on 9? 2(s) , we associate to q = 
(q1 ,q2 , ••• ,~) the orbit of its span L(q) in Gt(9? 2(s)), 
[A•L(q) I AEGL(s)} , 
vJhere t = dim L(q) and A•L(q1 , ••• ,qp) = L(Aq1 , ••• ,A~) • We 
illustrate the constructions by a classical example, cf. [A], p.14-. 
Exam121~. Take s = 2 • Let q 6c1,~) = ax;+ 2bJii~+c~ be a 
quaclratic form "¥ 0, and represent it as a point (a:b:c) E P2 (~ )_ 
( =P(~3)-;;; P(q; 2(2))). We shall use the discriminant b2 - ac (or 
rather its sign). 
Consider first the case p = 1 • 
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( 1) 0 b 2 - ac = 6 : This equation determines an irreducible 
conic C in P2 (~) whose points represent those quadra-
tic forms that are squares of a linear form. C is an 
orbit under GL(2) • A representative is q ~ x2 • 
b 2 - ac < 0 : The irreducible guadratic forms over R • 
= 
This is fu~ open orbit. A representative is - 2 2 q = x1 + Y'-2. • 
(3) b2 - ac > 0 : The forms reducible to a product of two 0 
distinct linear factors. This is also an open orbit. 
A representative is q = 2 2 X - x,..,. . ._ 1 --c. 
Next the case p = 2 • Then q = (q1 ,q2 ) with g1 ,q2 E ~ 2 (2) • 
Assume first q1 ,q2 linearly independent, i.e. dim L(q) = 2 • 
Then L(q) represents a projective line in P2 (~), &~d the action 
of GL(2) on the grassmannian of projective lines again gives 3 or-
bits. 
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(1') 1 The tangent lines to c . A representative is 
- 2 q1 = x1 ' q2 = x1x2 .. 
(2' )1 The secant lines to c • .A representative is 
- 2 =~ q1 = x1 ' q2 . 
(3')1 The external lines to C. A representative is 
- 2 ? q1 = x1- X2 ' q2 - x1x2 
If' the span of (q1 ,q2 ) is of dimension 1 , it is again represented 
by a point in P2 (~) with the orbits (1)0 , (2) 0 and (3) 0 • Hence 
the corresponding normal forms are 
(1') q1 2 0 - x1 ' q2 -0 
(2:')o q1 2 2 0 - x1 +x2' q2 -
(3') q1 2 2 0 - x1-~' q2 -0 
Therefore we have LJ- normal forms in the case p = 1 (including 
the zero form) and 7 normal forms in the case p = 2 • 
The different maps q: JR2 -+ JR2 above are not 1-transversal 
at the origin. By adding two new coordinates we can make nearly 
all of them 1-transversal without changing the quadratic differ-
ential. The following are 1-transversal maps (y,z) = f(t,x) 
L~ LJ-from lR to lR , which have the canonical forms (1' )1 , (2' )1 
and (3' )1 
(1 I) 1 
as quadratic differentials. 
y1 = t1 
y2 = t2 
2 
z1 = x1 + t1x1 + t2~ 
z2 = x1x2 
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y1 = t1 
(2 I )1 y2 = t2 
2 
z1 = x1 +t1~ 
z2 2 ' = X2 + -G2X1 
y1 = t1 
y2 = t2 
(3 I )1 
z1 
2 2 
= x1 - x2 + t 1x1 + t 2x2 
z2 = x1x2 
1-transversa.l maps v.rhich have (2 1 ) 0 and (3 1 ) 0 as quadratic differ-
entials are 
(2 I) 
0 
(31) 
0 
[y1 
y2 l z1 
z2 
y1 
y2 
z1 
z2 
= t'l 
= t2 
2 2 
= x'l + x2 
= t'lx1 + t 2x2 
= t1 
= t2 
2 2 
= x'l- x2 
= t1x1 + t2x2 
On the other hand there is no map f : ~n, o ..... ~n, o (n > 4) , 1-trans-
versal at o and with o E ~2 (f) such that d2f(o) is in the 
orbit of (1 1 ) or such that d2f(o) is the zero form. In fact, 
. 0 
if d2f(o) = (q1 ,q2 ), the conditions on f yield 
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2 
rk { F:} = 2 
. 2 
X 
as follows from 13.1. 
We return to the general dicussion. Let N and f :N- P 
be as before, i .. e. f a smooth map.. Take a E 2:s(f) , s > o • In 
adapted coordinate systems at a and f(a) f shows the Whitney 
form (13.1) 
y1 
• 
• 
• 
Yr 
• 
• 
• 
= t1 
= tr 
zk+s = cpk+s(t,x) 
r = n-s 
k = p-n 
where the maps cpj have Taylor expansions starting with second 
order terms at the origin. In the generic situation the functions 
ocp. 
~ ~ axe moreover part of a coordinate system around ox. 
J 
Splitting off the second order term in x, 
cpJ.(t,x) = q.(x)+cp'.(t,x), 
J J 
we have the coordil1atization of d2f(a) 
. 
.. 
0 
= 
in the given adapted systems.. We now assume a E 2:s(f) to be such 
that f is determined up to local diffeomorphisms at a and f(a) 
by j 2f(a) , i.e. by f(a), df(a) and d2f(a) • It transpires that 
this can be expected essentially only in the case the span L(q) 
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is of codimension 0 or 1 in ~ 2 (s) In that case one might 
attempt to write down normal forms for f at a according to the 
orbit structure of G s+1 ( ~ 2 (s)) , ( 2 ) 
respectively G s+1 (i 2 (s)) , ( 2 )-1 
at least when G s+1 (~ 2 (s)) ( 2 )-1 
has a finite number of orbits 
(G s+1 (~ 2 (s)) = G0 (~ 2 (s)) is a point). 
( 2 ) 
Below we determine the 
normal forms corresponding to the open orbits and give some esti-
mates of the ranges where open orbits can exist. We conjecture 
that if Gt(~ 2 (s)) has an open orbit, then its orbit space is in 
fact finite. The converse is of course trivial. For non-open 
orbits the normal forms may not be determined by the quadratic 
differential only, but involve the higher order jets of f • 
First the case with trivial orbit structure. 
14.1 Theorem. Let 
with df transverse to 
f : (R n, o ) .... (R P , o ) , p = n +k , be a ma;e 
= = 
r;s at o E L:s(f) , and suppose d2f(o) 
S£an the full sEa9e of quadratic forms in s variables. Then there 
are ada]2ted charts (t;x) and (y; z) at the origins of Rn and 
Rp "' in which f has the form (y,z) = f(t,x) ·with 
-
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y1 = t1 
• 
• 
• 
Yr = tr r en-s 
z1 
2 
= x1 + t. x2 + t 0 x3 + ••• + t e xs 
z2 = x1x 2 + t. x 1 + t. x2 + o ... + t. xs 
. 
0 
.. 
2 g= cs~1) zq = xs + t. x1 + t. x2 + ..... + t. xs_1 
zq+1 = t .. x 1 + t. ~ + o •• + r. xs 
.. 
0 
• 
zk+s = t. x 1 + t. x2 + o ... + +t. xs 
Remarks. (1) The 7.-component depends altogether on 
s(s+k)- s t-parameters. The notation t. means that the indices 
runs connecutively from 1 to s(s+k)- s • Of course a suitable 
permutation of the y's (an admissible coordinate change) will 
produce any other set of s (k+s) - s t' s • Note that s(k+s)- s 
< r • For from transversality and the assumption ~s(f) I 0 
follows codim ~s(f) .:::_ n, i.e. s(k+s) ~ n • 
(2) The lowest dimension n for which ~s(f) can be non-
empty is n = s(k+s). Then ~s(f) is discrete and equals 
~(s,o)(f). Conversely, the normal form shows that the point 
o E ~s(f) of theorem 14.1 actually lies in ~(s,o)(f) (proposi-
tion 13.2 ). This agrees with the fact that the f(o) for n> sl$:+s) 
is a suspension of the f(o) for n = s(k+s). 
Proof. We may suppose f in Whitney form, yi = fi(t,x), 
zj = fr+j(t,x), with 
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{
y. = t. 
l. l. 
z. = q.(x)+L:t.a~j\.t,x)+0(3) J J l. l. 
By the transversality assumption the functions 
coordinate system at the origin n o E R o Set 
1<i<r 
oz. 
__J are part of a 
oxl 
w(l,h)(x) = xlxh 
for 1_::l~h~s, so that {w(l,h)Ll<l<b.<s is the standard basis 
in ~2 (s) o Since L(d2f(o)) = ~ 2 Cs): ~linear coordinate change 
in the variables z1 , ••• ,zk+s only (admissible of type (a)) will 
bring f on the form 
= t .. l. 
r a. 
= w,.,(x) + L: t.a. (t,x) + 0(3) 
.... . 1 l. l. l.= 
L:t i a~ j ) ( t , x) + 0 ( 3) 
where 1~i~r, a.= (l,h) with 1~l~h~s, and cs~1 )<j~k+s 0 
q cs+1) If we project onto JR. , q = r + 2 , by forgetting the last coor-
dinates zj , we obtain the map g = pro f ~n ... ~n+k ... ~q 
f gi ( t 'x) = t i 
lga.(t,x) = 
r a. 
wa.(x) + 2: t.a. (t,x) + 0(3) 
. 1 l. l. l.= 
Let ~ = ~[[t,x]] be the ring of formal power series in n vari-
ables t 1 , ••• ,tr,x1 , ••• ,xs and ~· = ~[[y,z']] be the ring of 
formal power series in q variables y 1 ,.. o. , y r, z ( 1 , 1 ), z c1 , 2), -a , zes, s)o 
Let M' be the maximal ideal in ~' • Then 
~ R= EB l:Rx. 
= l. 
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By the Malgrange preparation theorem 
~0 = {germs of smooth functions at o E ~n} is generated as module 
over g*E' = f*pr*E' 
=0 =0 
by the germs of 
are relations 
Ct s 
= a (f(t ,x)) + l: a~(f(t ,x) )x1 
1='1 
f .(t,x) = b(j)(f(t,x)) + ~ bfj)(f(t,x))x1 
J 1='1 
Hence there 
for et = (1 ,h) , 1 ~ 1,:: h,:: s , ( s~'1) < j,:: k+s , where a a. , a~ , (not to 
be confused with the earlier a~ ) b a. , b~ are smooth germs of 
( ~n+k' 0) ' independent of the coordinates z j for j > cs~'1) • 
We claim that the jacobian 
o(a(1,'1), ••• ,aCs,s)) 
o(z(1 ,'1)'••o,Z(s,s)) 
is non-singular. In fact, the operator 
the equation of wet above shows that 
a a c. ( 2 for 13 = a. I 
~= 1. 0 otherwise 
applied to 
(Recall that Cl. a (o,o) = 0. ) Introduce new coordinates in the 
target space 
f /Yj_ = yi 1<i<r 
z~ = a"(y, z) a.= (l,h) 1<l<h<s 
z'.=z. 
J J 
This is an admissible coordinate change, and in the new coordinate 
system f is presented as (dropping the primes) 
= t. 
~ 
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s a. 
= wa.(x) - L: a1 (f(t,x))x1 
1=1 
= b(j)(f(t,x)) + r:b£j)(f(t,x))x1 
Since b(j)(o,o) = 0 for all j, we can make a further change 
y! = Y· ~ ~ 
z~ = za. 
z '· = z . - b ( j) (y' z) 
J J 
which brings f to the form (again dropping the primes) 
Next we change coordinates in the source space 
t! = t. 1<i<r 
~ ~ 
xi = x1 - +a£ 1 ' 1 ) ( f ( t , x) ) 1 < 1 < s 
This is an admissible change of type (b). For 
since f(l,l) starts with second order terms, and 
oa(l,l) of 
1 
ox (o ,o) = 0 
1 
since f vanishes of fj_rst order in the variable x at the origin. 
This change brings f to the form (dropping primes) 
where 
fi(t,x) 
fc· .)(t,x) l,l 
fc· .)(t,x) l,J 
= t. l 
- SLI- -
= x? + l: a ( i ' i ) ( f ( t , X) ) X + C ( i ' i ) ( f ( t , X) ) 
l 1li 1 1 
=x.x. + ~ ali,j)(f(t,x))x1 + c(i,j)(f(t,x)) ~ J 1=1 
= ~ blj)(f(t,x))x1 + d(j)(f(t,x)) 
1=1 
tively. 
1 _::: i _::: r , 1 _::: i ~ s , 1 _:: i < j _::: s and ( s~1 ) < j _:: k+s , respec-
There are new functions a1~ and b(j) but with the same 1 ' 
formal preperties as the old. The functions c~ and d(j) are 
likewise independent of the last coordinates zj and vanish of 
_., d t th . . f R=n+k • Th . h d' 1. or er a e or1g~n o us we can aga1n c ange coor 1-
mates, 
y! = Y· l l 
a. 
z' = z -c 0:. 0. 
z'. = z.-d(j) 
J J 
and f takes the form 
fi(t,x) 
rc .. )(t,x) l,l 
fc· .)(t,x) ~,J 
= t. l 
2 Ci,i)c c )' 
= x. + l: a1 f t ,x )x1 
l lli 
s (' . ) 
= 2x.x. + l: s 11 'J (f(t,x))x1 
l J 1=1 
= ~ b(j)(f(t,x))x 
1=1 1 1 
We will now compute the derivatives at the origin of 
o(f(1,1l'···,fcs4 s)'•··'fk+s) 
o (x1 , ••• ,xs) 
(the Whitney matrix of f ) • We get 
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0/at • • • 0/ot 0 ••• o;o /ox 
'1 r '1 xs 
i ,_i) 
i 0 2I 
• 
• 
• 
• 2 i) o(a~i,i)of) ~t (o,o) ••• j '1 0 
i I= j 
• 
• 
• 
. 'j) o(a(i,j)of) ~t (o, o) • .. . 2 o(i,j) 
'1 (l,h) 
i < j 
• 
• 
0 (b ( j) of 
1 
ot (o,o) • • 0 0 
'1 
By elementary operations we can kill the o(i,j) without further (l,h) 
changing the matrix. Since the matrix has maximal rank (lemma '1'1.'1), 
so has the submatrix 
( (i,i) (i,j) (j) ) o aj , .... ,a1 , ••• ,b1 , ••• 
o(t'1, .... ,tr) 
whose rank must then equal s(k+s)- s (=number of a's + number of 
b 1s). We now renumber the a's and b's linearly. Then we can 
perform a standard admissible coordinate change of type (c) con-
verting a's and b's into t's • This yields the normal form as 
claimed. 
~am£les. (1) Consider the case of a generic map 
f: N ... Rn+k where 
= ' 
is compact and n k > '2. If a EN is a 
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critical point, then a E r:'1(f) as r:2 (f) = r:3(f) = ••• = 0 for 
dimensional reasons (codim r:s(f) = s(k+s) > n+4 for s _::: 2) • For 
the same reasons r;C'1,'1)(f) ~ r;C'1, 2 )(f) =··· = 0. Hence r:C 1 ,o)(f) 
= r:'1(f) = I:(f) is the whole critical set and so is closed and there-
fore compact. Furthermore Dr(f) is empty for r ~ 3 (corollary 
'12.L~) and so is D2I:(f). Hence the refined Boardman partition of 
N is given by N = 2::0 (f) U r;C'1 ,o)(f) , 2::0 (f) = r:~(f) U I:~(f), 
r;C _,, o) (f) = r:~ 1, o) (f) • 
hence 
By proposition 13.2 
d2f(a) ¥ 0 • But then 
has no non-trivial double zero, 
spans 22 (1) , the space of 
quadratic forms in '1 variable. By theorem 14.'1 there are adapted 
coordinate systems at a and f(a) presenting f in the form 
(y, z) 
,.. 
= f(x,t) with 
~~1 = t_, y2 = t2 
• 
. 
• 
Yn-1 = t n-'1 
z_, = x2 
z2 = t_,x 
• 
. 
• 
zk+'1 = tkx 
This result is due to Whitney [W] (who stated it in the case 
k = n-1 ) • 
Set I:(f) I:~(f) = N° , so that N = 
N° U fj, • Then fj, is a closed submanifold of N of codimension k 
and 2:: is a closed submanifold of /j, of codimension '1 • This 
follows immediately from the expression above, as /j, is locally 
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defined by 
and E by 
If N and f are analytic, then W = fN is a parametric 
subspace of _tl+k which is regular on W0 = fN° and singular 
along D = ft:.. In any case ft:. is a manifold with boundary 
S = fE. The effect of f on t:. is to fold t:. along E • In 
fact the induced map fD : b. -+ D is a ramified double covering 
with branch locus E. Applications of this to the existence and 
classification of smooth embeddings in the metastable range has 
been given by H. Salomonsen, (Aarhus Preprint Series 1973)o 
(2) The case n = 2, k = 1 is not included in example (1) 
above, however the conclusions are almost the same. We have 
E(f) = E1(f) = E(1,o)(f) discrete, hence finite. Also Dr(f) = ¢ 
for r > 4, though D3(f) (and D2(f)) may be non-empty. As 
codim D3(f) = 2 and co dim D2(f) = 1 , while codim DrE(f) > 2 for 
r > 2, there will be a finite number of ordinary tripple points, 
curves of ordinary double points and a finite number of crosscaps 
= t 
2 
= X 
= tx 
in the generic closed parametric surface 
= 
In particular 
the local models for space$ with transversal parametric singulari-
ties in dimension 2 is as pictured: 
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We next turn to the codim L(d2f(o)) = 1 case. Recall the 
canonical duality of grassmanniens 
by which a codimension 1 subspace (of ~ 2 (s) ) corresponds to a 
dimension 1 subspace: If wij = xi xj , 1 =: i _:: j _:: s , is the stan-
dard basis for ili 2 (s) , then the hyperplane 
I: a .. w .. = o 
1<i<"<s lJ lJ 
- _J_ 
corresponds to the line generated by the point 
Ea .. x.x. E P2 (s) lJ l J 
Nov1 recall the operation of GL(s) on ~ 2 (s) and hence on P(i!i 2 ~)) 
introduced above. 
B*.AB represents 
similarity class.) 
If A = {a .. } represents q = Ea .. x.x., lJ lJ l J 
B·q, B E GL(s). (Thus the orbit of q 
By duality its operation on G1 (~ 2 (s)) 
then 
is its 
is de-
finedo From the diagonalization theorem for real quadratic forms 
we obtain 
14o2 Lemma. Under the action of GL(s) on G1 (~ 2 (s)) there 
are .J2reciselz orbits; namely one orbit for each £;y:peEJ2lane 
0 < p+q < s , with equation 
p 
I: w .. -
. 1 ll l= 
p+q 
I: w .. j=p+1 JJ = 0 • 
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Remarks. (1) The orbit of S(p,q) is open if and only if 
p+q = s. For p+q < s the orbits are projective subvarieties of 
G 1 ( ~ 2 ( s) ) of codimension ~ 1 ; thus they are nowhere dense. 
(2) The hyperplane 
is spanned by the quadratic forms 
• 
• 
• 
x2 2 1 - e:lxl 
2 
x. ]. 
x.x. ]. J 
The number of these quadratic forms 
k+1 < i < s 
1.=;,i<j~s 
is precisely 
e:. =+1 ]. 
cs~1) - 1 
• 
14.3 Theorem. Let f: (!f",o) ... (~P ,o), p = n+k, be a map with 
df transverse to ~s at o E ~s(f), and StU?pose L(d2f(o)) is 
of co dimension 1 and has an open orbit in G 1 ( {? 2 ( s)) • 
( S-1-1) If k+s = 2 -1, there are adapted charts (t,x) and (y,z) 
at the orig_ins of 3 n and R "P in which f has the form (y, z) = 
=· = ,., 
f(t,x) with 
y1 
Yr 
z1 
z2 
zs+1 
z S+k 
= 
• 
• 
.. 
= 
= 
= 
• 
• 
• 
= 
• 
• 
• 
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t1 
tr r = n-s 
2 
x1 - e2~ + t • x 3 + t. x4 + t. x5 + • ., .. 
x1x2 + t. x 1 + t. ~ + ••• 
x; 2 + t. x 1 + t. x2 + t. x4 + .... - e2x3 
Remark. The integer k with k+s = (s~1 )- 1 , or k = 
i-s(s-1)- 1 , is the smallest for which o E z::s(f) can be realized 
with codim L(d2f(o)) = 1 • We must have s > 2 • 
The notation t. is as in theorem 14.1. 
Proof. Write f in the Whitney form 
t. 
~ 
{
yi = 
zJ. = w .(x) + n~s a~j)(x,t)t. + o(3) 
J i=1 ~ ~ 
1<i<r 
1 ~ j ~k+s 
where wj (x) is a quadratic form in x and w1 (x), .... ,wk+s(x) 
span a hyperplane in ~ 2 (s) corresponding by duality to a non-dege-
nerate quadratic form. By a linear change of variables in the x's 
we can suppose that this hyperplane has the equation 
e. = + 1 • ~ 
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This hyperplane is spanned by 
• 
• 
• 
x.x. ]. J 
Thus by a linear change of variables in the z j we can suppose 
that the Whitney semicanonical form of f is given by 
Y· = t. 1."::i_:::p ]. ]. 
2 2 n-s ( ') 
+ o(3) 2.=;_j~s z. = x1 - e .x. + !: t. • a.. J (x, t) J J J i=1 ]. ]. 
z .. l.J = 
x.x. +n~st a.fij)(x,t) 
]. J 1=1 l + o(3) 1~i<j.=;_s 
We now do some formal power series calculations preliminary to 
an application of the Malgrange preparation theorem. 
Also 
Let ~s = ~[[x1 , ••• ,xs]] and let I be the ideal 
~ = (x~-e2x~, ••• ,x~- esx~,xixj (i<j))·~s. 
Claim: 
Proof: 
m(F )3 c I 
=S and 
F /I,..., 
=S =-
s 2 
R + L R•x. + E_·x1 • 
= . ..,= ]. l.= 
Clearly 2 E I for all i x.x. ]. J = 
3 2 2 2 E x.., = x1 (x1 - e2x2 ) + €2X1X2 
I j 0 
I 
= 
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and 
2 2 2 2 
x. = - e: .x. (x1 - e: .x . ) + e .x .x1 E I__ • J J J J J J J 
Now let f E ~[[x1 , ••• ,xs]]. Then 
s s 2 
f(x) = f(o) + 2:: a..x. + 2:: g.•x. + 2:: h .. •x.x. 
i=1 1 1 i=1 1 1 1<i<j~s 1 J 1 J 
where f ( o) E ~ , a.i E ~ , gi E ~s , hij E ~s • 
Thus 
s s 2 2 
f(x) = f(o)+ 2:: a..x. +2:: g.(x.-e:.x1 ) i=1 1 l j=2 J J J 
2 s 2 
+ g. x1 + 2:: g . e: . x . + 2:: hi J. • xi xJ. 1 j=2 J J J 1<i<j<s 
s 2 
= f ( o) + 2:: a.. x. + f3x1 
. 1 1 1 1= 
s 2 2 2 
+ 2:: g.•(x.-e:.x1 )+k•x1 + 2:: h ..• x.x. j=2 J J J 1<i<j~s 1 J 1 J 
where S E ~' k E ~s with k(o) = 0. Thus k•x; E ~(~s)3 c ~ 
and therefore 
s 2 
f(x) = f(o) + 2:: a..x. + sx1 (mod I __ ) 
. 1 1 1 1= 
and the lemma is proved. 
Now let ~n = ~[[t1 , ••• ,tn-s'x1 , ••• ,xs]] and let ~n+k = 
~[[y1, ••• ,yn-s'z2, ••• ,zs,zij (i<j]] • 
Proof: Since 
the following. Let 
Y· = t. 1 1 we are reduced to proving 
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h. 
J 
(2 < j < s), g. E m(F )3 
- - J = =S 
( 1_:: i < j _:: s), g .. E m(F )3 • l.J = =S 
Let I' be the ideal ~· = (h2 , ••• ,hs,hij)·~s • Then it is suffi-
cient to show that 
r = ~ • 
7.: 
Since m(~s)? ~ ~ it follows that ~· c I . 
Now consider We want to .f.ind an equation in formal 
power series 
s 
2: h .(x)·b .(x) + 2: h .. (x)•b .. (x) 
j=2 J J 1<i<j<s l.J lJ 
We must have b 2 ( o ) = 1 , b j ( o ) = 0 j > 2 , and b i j ( o ) = 0 
1 ~ i < j _:: s • Given a formal power series g , let g(i) denote the 
.th 
1.- homogeneous part of g • Then we must have 
(3) s 2 2 (1) (1) 0 = h 2 (x) + 2: (x1 - e: .x.)b. (x) + 2: x.xJ.•b .. (x) j =2 J J J 1 <i <j_::s l 1. J 
Since m(~ )3 c I we can solve this equation for b~ 1 )(x), b~:)(x). 
= -S - - J l.J 
Proceeding by induction we can construct the power series b. t b ..• J l.J 
S . "1 1 2 2 E I 1.m ar y, x 1 - e: .x. •· J J ~ 
Hence I c I' and the lemma is proved. 
=- = 
and x.x. E I_' • 
1. J 
By the lemma we can apply the Malgrange preparation theorem to 
conclude that there are germs aj, aij, b£j), bfij), d(j), d(ij) E 
e: so that 
n+k 
(*) 
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Applying the operators 
ox. ox. 
l J 
to the equations (*) we conclude that 
oar 
- 2e .6 . J rJ 
( 1) 
= - 2e:. a- (o,o) J zj 
oa .. 
= __bl (o,o) 
ozrl 
1_::i<j~s 
1<r<l<s 
Furthermore, applying 0 
-ux. to the equations (*) shows that 
l 
1<l<s 
(2) 
1<l<s 
shows that 
(3) 
Thus we can replace the coordinate functions z by the functions 
a2 , ••• , as, aij • Denoting these new coordinates also by 
z2 , ••• ,z ,z .. , equations (*)show that f has the following form 
- s lJ 
in the new coordinates. 
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= t. 1 < i <n-s 
~ 
= x21 - e .x~ + ~ (a~j)of)•x. +(cr .of)•x21 J J i=1 ~ l J 
Z • . = X. X • + ~ ( a1( i j ) 0 f ) • x1 + ( (J • • 0 f ) • X~ ~J ~ J 1=1 lJ 
Equations (2) and (3) show that: 
cr .. (o,o) = 0 lJ 
Now we normalize the quatratic part of f as it appears in(4). 
Thus, consider the quadratic forms with coefficients in 
2 q .. = x.x. +(cr .. of)ox1 lJ ~ J lJ 
f*e • 
n+k • 
We need to compute the orbit of the span of q. ' q .. J ~J under the 
action of GL(s) on <2 2 (s) • The span of these forms is 
(A. .,1-l·. E R): J l.J = 
s 2 2 2 I 2 2: A . (x1 - e .x . + a .x1 ) + 2: 1-1· • • (x. x . + a. .x1 ) j=2 J J J J 1<i<j<s l.J 1 J l.J 
s 2 s 2 
= [ 2: A .(1+cr .) + 2: IJ. •• cr .. ]·x1 - 2: A .e: .x. + 2: IJ.· .x.x. j=1 J J 1~i<j<s lJ J..J j=2 J J J 1<i<j~s lJ 1 J 
Since crj(o) = 0, crij(o) = 0 the span of qj, qij is a 
h 1 f t 0 S . t . 1 cs2+1)- 1 yperp ane or = x = o J..nce here are preclse y 
forms it follows that the span is a hyperplane in a neighborhood 
of o • (It is here that we are using the assumption k+s = (s~1 )-1. 
The span of this hyperplane is given by parametric equations in 
•\ 96-
s 
= L: A..(1+cr.)+ L: 1-1· .cr .. j=2 J J 1~<j<s ~J ~J 
s .. = -A..e:. JJ J J 
s .. = 1-l.;j 1.::_ i < j .::_ s 
. J.J .... 
Thus the hyperplane spanned by q . , q. . has the equation (with J ~J 
coefficients in f *e ) • 
n+k • 
s 
s11 = - L: c 1 +cr . ) e: • • s . . + r: cr . . • s . . j=2 J J JJ 1<i<j~s ~J J.J 
or 
s 
(5) s11 + r; ( 1 +O" . ) • e . 0 s . . - L: cr . . s . . = 0 • j=2 J J JJ 1<i<j<s J.J J.J 
- -
Consider the quadratic form correspond:!.ng to the hyperplane (5 ). 
2 .s 2 Q = x1 + L: e . ( 1 +cr . )x . - L: cr .. x. x. • j=2 J J J 1.::.i<j.::_s J.J 1 J 
Now diagonalize Q : 
s s 2 Q = x1 (x1 - L: cr 1 .x.) + I: e. ( 1 +cr. )x. + r: cr .. x. x. j=2 J J i=2 ~ ~ 1 2<i<j.::.s J.J 1 J 
2 s 2 s cr1 . ? 
= (x1 - ~ L: cr 1 .x . ) + L: [ e . ( 1 +cr . ) - -1fl ]x'"":" j=2 J J j=2 J J J 
+ L: T • • x. X. 
2<i<j<s lJ ~ J where T • • (o,o) =0 J.J 
1 s 2 s 2 
= (x1 - 2 I: cr 1 .xJ. ) + l: e . ( 1 +T J. )xJ. + I: T. .x. x . j=2 J j=2 J 2<i<j<s J.J 1 J 
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s 2 
+ :E e: • ( 1 +T . )x. + :E T .. x. xJ. j=3 J J J 3<i<j<s 1 J 1 
s 2 
+ :E e . ( 1 +J.l • )x . + :E IJ.· .x. x . j=3 J J J 3<i<j<s 1 J 1 J 
- -
Continuing in this fashion, one can reduce Q to a sum of squares. 
Change coordinates in the x-space by setting 
(6) 
Note that 
so this is a valid change of coordinates. In these new coordinates 
Q has the form 
2 s 2 ex.;) + :E e: • (x'.) j=2 J J 
so that the span of the quadratic forms 
s 
s-; 1 + :E e: • s '. . = o • j=2 J JJ 
q. ' q .. J 1J is given by 
The change of variables ( 6) will preserve the Whitney semi-
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canonical form. of f • Then by a further linear change of coordi-
nates zj , zij with coefficients in .f*en+k it follows that f 
can be brought into the form (as usual delete the primes): 
z . 
J 
z .. 
~J 
= t. ~ 
_ 2 2 S ( (j)o )• 
- x1 - e .x . + E b. .f x. J J i=1 ~ ~ 
= x.x. + ~ (b1(ij)of)•x. ~ J 1=1 ~ 
Now replace xi by x. + u. where ~ ~ 
Note that 
so that this is a valid change of coordinates. 
In these new coordinates we have 
Y· = t. ~ ~ 
1<i<r 
2<j<s 
- -
1 < i < n-s 
- -
z2 = x;- e2x~ + (c~2 )of)•x3 + ••• + (c~2 )of)•xs + v2 of 
where V. ~ 
z - x2 - e x2 + (c(3)of)•x + (c(3)of)•x + (c(3)of)•x 3 - 1 3 3 1 1 2 2 4 4 
• 
• 
+ + (c(3)of)•X + V of 
••• s s 3 
and v .. ~J are 1-flat in the 
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target space. Thus letting 
z'. = z.-v. 
J J J 
z!. = z . . -v .. lJ lJ lJ 
is a valid change of coordinates in the target space. Deleting 
the we get that f has the form 
Y· = t. l l 1 < i < r 
- -
z2 
2 x2 + ~ (b( 2 )of)•x = x1 - 8 2 2 1=3 1 1 
z. = x~- e: .x~ + ~ (bij) of) •x1 J J J lpj 
z .. = x.x. lJ l J + 
~ (b ( i j ) 0 f ) • X 
1=1 1 1 
To use the fact that j 1f is transverse to ss compute the 
Whitney matrix. 
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t"l tn-s x"l x2 ••• xs 
oz2 
0 0 2 0 0 ox1 
.. . 0 ••• 
oz2 
0 0 0 -2e2 0 ox2 • • 
0 ••• 
oz2 o(b \ 2 ) of) 0 (b \ 2 ) 0 f) ~t"l J 0 0 0 j~3 ax. • • • at • • • J n-s 
ozl 0 (b~l) 0 f) o(b~ 1 ) of) 
2 0 0 1~3 ox1 ot1 
0 .. • 
at • 0 • 
n-s 
oz1 
0 0 0 
-2e:l •• 0 ax1 . 0 . ... 
ozl 0 (b \l) 0 f) o(b\l)of) ~t"l J 0 0 0 j/1 ox. • • • ot • •• J n-s 
oz .. 0 (b (ij) of) o(b(ij)of) 6ij "l<l<s l 1 1 
ox1 ot1 
• • • 
• • • •• 0 "l<i<j<s at lr 
n-s 
By lemma '1'1.'1 it follows that 
is m~"U.mal at the origin. Thus by a change of coordinates of type 
(c) which preserves the Whitney semi canonical form \rJe can assume 
that the (nonzero) b(j) and b(ij) are particular coordinate t's. 1 1 
In these new coordinates f have the form 
y. 
~ 
• 
• 
• 
. 
• 
• 
= t .. ~ 
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1 < i < n-s 
Renumbering the z's and the y's gives the normal form. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 14.3. 
Ex~les: We will present a series of examples to illustrate 
the extent to which the quadratic differential determines the germ 
of a 1-generic mapping, i.e. when is there a canonical form deter-
mined by the quadratic differential. To be specific we will con-
sider in detail the case for ~2 • It will be clear how to extend 
the examples to ~s • 
= 
basis of the three orbits is 
(c) 
Orbits (b) and (c) are open and hence come under the theorem just 
proved. We show that Theorem 24.3 has no analog for non-open or-
bits. Indeed, if 
k + s = s ( S~+1 ) - 1 
and s = 2 then k = 0 so we are in the situation of map germs 
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f: (~,o) _, (~n,o). We need n>4 to have generic maps with 
non-empty r:2 • Thus for each m.:::_ 3 define 
by 
4 4 fm : (~ , o) -+ (~ , o) , 
Y· = t. l l 
2 m 
z 1 = x1 + t 2x2 + ~ 
(y,z) =:f (t,x), 
m 
i = 1,2 
Note that fm is 1-generic for each m.::: 3 and for every m , 
2 2 d -t_(o) = (x1 ,x1x2 ) 
so that the quadratic differential is the same for all of these 
maps. 
Claim: For m ~ n fm is not eg_ui valent to fn • 
Proof: If fm ~ fn then they must have isomorphic local 
rings; i.e. we must have 
e: l.J-/f * m • e:4 "" e: 4/f * m • e: m- n- 4 • 
Passing to formal power series, we must have 
But these spaces are easily seen to have different vector space 
dimensions when m ~ n • Thus the claim is proved and we have shown 
that the orbit (a) in ~2 (~ 2 (2)) has infinitely many non-equi-
valent, generic representatives. 
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(2) The following example shows that in general, Theorem 24.3 
is false without the assumption 
k+s = s(s+1)_ 1 • 
2 
Take s = 2 
the following map 
and k = "1 • 
f : :R7 __. R8 
= 
Then k + s f s(~+"1)- "1 • 
defined by 
Y· l = t. l 
2 2 
z"1 = x1 +x2 
z2 = x1~ + t 1x1 = t 2x2 
z3 = t3x1 + t4x2 D 
Now define another map g : ~ 7 - ~8 by 
Y· l = t. "1;:i;:5 l 
z"1 = 2 2 x1 + x2 
z2 = x1x2 + t 1x1 + t 2x2 
2 
z3 = t 3x1 + t 4x2 + t 5x1 
Then f and g are both 1-generic maps and d2f(o) = 
Claim: f is not equivalent to g • 
Consider 
d2g(o) . 
Proof: Note that ~2 (f) is the t 5 axis and at every point 
of ~2 (f) the span of has dimension ') 
·- . However, if we 
expand g about the point 
t i = 0 ( 1 _:s i ;: 4) , t 5 = c , x1 = x2 = 0 
we get 
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y. = t. 
~ 1. 
y 5 -c = t 5 -c 
2 2 
z1 = x1 + x2 
z2 = x1x2 + t1x1 + t2x2 
1<i<4 
2 2 
z3 = cx1 + t 3x1 + t 4x2 + (t5-c)x1 
Thus for points a E ~2 (g) arbitrarily close to 0 we have that 
dim L(d2g(o)) = 3 • 
Therefore f is not equivalent to g • 
We make some remarks on the limitations of theorems 14.1 and 
14.3, i.e. on the assumptions made. If Is(V) c GL(s) is the iso-
tropy group of V c Gt(<J? 2 (s)), set cp(s,t;V) = dim Is(V) and 
cp(s,t) = infdimV =t cp(s,t;V) 
Then dim orbit V _::: s 2 - cp(s, t) , hence dim Gt < s 2 - cp(s, t) or 
t(fs(s-'1)- t) < s 2 - cp(s,t) 
If the orbit of V in Gt is open, we have an equality. Conversely, 
if we have equality, the generic linear t-space in <J? 2 (s) has open 
orbit. 
Since Is(V) necessarily contains the center of GL(s) we 
have al1'11'ays cp(s,t;V) ?:, 1, hence cp(s,t) ?:, 1, hence 
t(fs(s-1) -t) ~ s 2 - 1 
On the other hand we must also have 
t ~ ts(s+1) (=dim iJ? 2 (s) ) 
These inequalities restricts the (s,t)-region where we may have 
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finitely many orbits. Thus, for t = 1 any s is good, and in 
fact theri the orbits are characterized by the index of the quadratic 
form. For t > 6 we get the inequality 
s 2 s s 2 s 3+~<t<"'2+2 
showing that (s,t) must lie in a region of the (s,t)-plane limited 
by two parabolas. 
We terminate with two conjectures: (1) If there is an open 
orbit in Gt(~2 (s)) under the action of GL(s), then the number of 
orbits is in fact finite. 
(2) 
ma:pg_erms 
Suppose Gt(~ 2 (s)) 
(~ o) -+ cJP+k o) 
= , = , 
has finitely many orbits and that 
with same ~-cernel rank s , same quad-
ratic span t and same quadratic orbit are equivalent, then either 
t = cs~'1) or t = cs~1 )-1 = k+s. 
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U· Complements 
15. Finite maps. Denote by 
rr~ : Jk(n,p) + J 1 (n,p) the canonical projection, which exists 
f'or k > 1. We assume as always that n !. p • 
Set oo k m 1 J (n,p) = lim J (n,p) and let n1 : J (n,p) + J (n,p) 
be the canonical projection associated to the inverse limit. Then 
m 
J (n,p) = F x ••• x F (p times) 
where F = F 
= --n is the ring of formal power series over R = in 
variables. We denote by m the maximal ideal in F 
=p 
satile in F • For 
-'n 
00 
a € J (n,p) we set I(a) = F•a*m. 
= = = 
and by 
Then 
l(a) c M. Note that if a has components f 1 ,f 2 ,•••,fp' then 
I(a) = F(f 1 ,~··,fp). We define the deficiency ~(a) by 
= 
n 
!tl the 
m for a € J (n,p). For each k > 0 thei•e is a canonical embedding 
k co J {n,p) ~ J (n,p) co k '\'J'hich is a section of 7Tk : J (n,p) + J (n,p). 
Hence ~(a) k is defined even for a € J (n,p), k > o. 
S~milarly, f'or k > 0 tie define the k-deficiency of 
m 
a E J (n,p) by 
Remark. o{a) may be infinite, but tSk(a) is always finite. 
In fact 
k+1 ok{a)~dim F/11 = dim{polynomials inn variables of deg ~ k} 
= (n~k) 
We collect some useful facts: 
( 1) 
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This follows from the exact sequences 
for 1 = 1,2.,•••,k by taking dimensions and adding. Moreover 
we have 
(2) dim F/ (I( a.) + r~k+ 1 ) = 
== =- = 
dim F/l\!k+ 1 - dim (I{a.) + Mk+1)1Mk+1 
== = :;: = 
and 
{3) 
dim I(a)/I(a.) n I•!k+1 
= = = 
from the Noether isomorphism formulas. 
Finally 
(4) dim I(a.)/I(a.) n Mk+ 1 = 
= = = 
k 
I 
1=1 
dim I(a.) n M1/I(a) n r~1 + 1 
= = = = 
Formula (4) follows from the exact sequences 
0 + I (a ) n M1 I I ( a ) n M1 + 1 + I ( a ) I I (a ) n M1 + 1 + I ( a ) I I ( a ) n ~11 + 0 
= == = = = = = 
by the same argument as gave (1). 
New define integers v1 (a) > C by 
v1 (a) =dim M11~1+ 1 -dim !(a) n M11I(a) n ~1+ 1 
Then (1) - {4) yield the following useful splitting of ~k(a). 
15.1 Proposition. 
15.2 Proposition. 
(1) 
(ii) 
vk (a) = 0 
~ c: I(a) 
= = 
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The following is equivalent : 
Proof. vk(a) = 0 if and only 1£ 
Mk/!!k+ 1 = I(a) n Mk/f{a) n Mk+ 1• Then the exact sequence 
0 ~ I(a) n Mk/I(a) n Mk+1 ~ Mk/Mk+ 1 ~ Mk/(I(a) n ~) + Mk+ 1 + 0 
= ==== = === = = == = 
gives that vk(a) = 0 if and only if Mk = C!(a) n Mk) + Mk+ 1• 
But this equation implies the equations 
~+1 = (I(a) n Mk+l) + Mk+l+1 
= == = == 
for 1 > o. Now take Then 
-
' 
__ k+1 
gk+1 = fk+1 + gk+2 fk+1 € I(a) n ~- ' 
' 
k+2 
glc+2 € M 
• 
• 
• 
a:> 
Hence we get ~ = I f' E I{a) n ~. Thus Mk = I(a) n JJf' or 1 ... k+i = = = == 
Mk c: I(a). (This also follows from the equation 
= = 
If = (I(a) n Mk) + ~+1 by an application of Nakayama's 1ennna.) 
= = = 
15.3 Corollary vk(a) = 0 implies vk+1(a) = 0 for 1 > 0. 
It follows that the sequence or natural numbers {ok(a)} is 
monotonously increasing with k and hence has a limit (possibly oo). 
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15.4 Corollary 
Proof. Suppose 11mk ok(a.) = co. As f'or all k o(a) ~ ck{a) 
we must have 0 (a.) = co. Suppose llmk cSk{a) < CD • By 4.1 there 
exists ko such that vko (a) = o, hence ~c: J.(a). But then 
-
Let a= (f1 ,•••,fp), r 1 EX, be an arbitrary element of 
CD J ( n,p). The following set-up ia from Bochnak and Lojasiewiecz, 
[BL]. Set 
n 
where N = { 0, 1 , • " • } , and ";rite a = (a 1 , • • • , an) , I a I = f a i • 
Construct a matrix A(a,s) with entries uS 
A(a,s) = {uf3} y 
y 
where f3 € Q(s) and y E {1,2,•••,p} x O(s) i.e. y runs through 
all pairs (i,cr) with 1 ~ i ~ p and a E O(s), and where in fact 
15.5 Theorem. CD Given a E J (n,p) we have 
(1) o(a) < s ~ M5 c I(a) 
= = 
(ii) ~s c I(a) • ~(a) = ~s{a) (hence c{a) ~ (n:s) ). 
(i11) o(a) > s ~ o5 {a) > s ._ rk A(a,s) < (n:s) - s. 
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Proof. In proving (i) we may assume o(a) = s. Since 
oo(a) = 1, we have 
0 (a) > 2 if o (a) > 2 
1 
0 (a) ~ 3 if 2 o(a) ! 3 
• 
• 
• 
os-1(a) > s if" o(a.) ! s 
But o (a.) 
~ c I(a) 
= s so os_1 (a.) = os(a). Hence vs(a) = 0 and so 
(proposition 4.2). Part (ii) is clear, by 15.1 and 
15.2. As for (iii), the first biimplication holds by the argument 
above. We check the second biimplication. Then we will want to 
compute the number 
d = dim I(a)/I(a) o Ms+ 1 
= = 
Let I ).i (x)fi (x) be the general element of I(a.), ).i E ~' 
a = (f , ••• ,r ). 
1 p The part of I(a) not in Ms+ 1 = is spanned by 
elements 
I).i(x)f1 (x) = ! ).(i)x8r (x) 
lsl<s B i 
r ). (i)uS xcr 
= I s~~s B (i,cr) cr <s 
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generate F/Ms+1 
- = • 
hence we can continue 
= Ift.(1)1xaua S (i,a) 
= 2 I a l~s 
A. Ci >Pa 
e 1 
It follows that 
d = rk or matr:tx of Ps 1 = rk A(a.,s) • 
15.6 Corollary Let f : N + P be smooth. Then 6s(f-f(p)) is 
upper semicontinuous as function of p E N, s E N. 
= 
15.7 Corolla_.n:. 
algebraic variety, properly contained in J 5 (n,p) (as n < p). 
Proof. Corollary 1 is clear since ISS(a.) = n+' { 5 - rk A(a,s), 
and this also shows that Vs(n,p) is an algebraic variety in 
Js(n,p). To check the last claim choose a. € Js(n,p) to be 
yl = xl 
• 
• 
• 
Yn = xn 
a. 
-
Yn+1 = 0 
• 
• 
• 
IYP = 0 
"-
Then IS(a) = 1' hence a t Vs(n,p). 
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Next define co V8 c J (n,p) to be the cylinder over 
5 -1 V5 c J (n.p), i.e. Ys = 1r5 V5 , where as usual 'Irs is the 
QO 5 
canonical projection J (n,p) + J (n,p). 
Then 
(5) V = {a E Jco(n,p)jo(a) > s} 
=S 
there is an 
with 
15.8 Lemma. Given 
1T a = a such that s s o(a.) < CD (in fact o(a) 
Proof. Suppose a 5 is given by the equations 
Define a by 
yl 
• 
• 
• 
a 
-
Yn 
Yn+1 
• 
• 
• 
Yp 
= pl + 
= Pn + 
= Pn+1 
= p p 
deg p1 ~ s 
X 
s+1 
1 
s+1 
xn 
CD 
a E J (n,p) 
< (n+(s~1)n-1)). 
Let w(s+ 1 )n be any monomial of degree (s+1)n in the xi. 
Then w(s+1 )n contains one variable, say 
s+1 00 (s+1)n = xl n = yln- pln 
X ' 1 
to the power > s+1. 
with deg n = (s+1)(n-1), y 1n € I(a) 
Hence we may conclude : 
and deg p n < (s+1)n-1. 
1 -
Every polynomial of degree~ (s+1)n can be written as a sum 
of an element in !(a.) and a polynomial of degree< (s+1)n-1. 
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Repeated application of this principle shows that in fact 
every formal power can be so written. Hence !1£(a) is generated 
by polynomials of degree ~ ( s+1 )n. Hence .S(a) < (n+ (s~1 )n-1 ) 
Remark. The element a in ~(n,p) constructed above lies 
in fact in Js+1 (n,p). 
We can now present the main· result of tbis section. 
15.9 Theorem. There is a sequence of natural numbers 
~(1), ~(2),••• such that 
-1 = ~(n) = n~(n)V~(n) ={a~ J (n,p)l5(a) > ~(n)} 
has codimension > n. 
Proof. By corollary 15.7 
Being an algebraic variety V1 (n,p) splits into finitely many 
irreducible components 
where codim V(j) > 1. 
1 
such that a(j) t v(k) 
=1 
Set 
for 
~ca.(j)) = s < ao \) j 
k -J j and 
By lermna 15.8 this can always be done. 
and choose 
Now there exists an integer s' > 1 such that 
CJ) E v(j) 
a =1 
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(Take s• = sup sj+1). We have 
S I -l Hence V 8 , (n.p) c: (11' 1 ) V 1 (n,p) is or codimension > 1 in each 
irreducible component of the right hand variety •. This implies 
that vs, (n.p) is or codimension > 2 in s' J (n,p). 
We take another turn. Decompose vs, into its irreduoible 
components 
vs, = v<1 ~ s u ••• u v<12> s' 
cod~m v(J) > 2. Set v<J > -1 v<J> and define where = 'ITS' .... s' =S' s' 
a (j) e v<J > 
=s' 
, sj and s" in the same way as above, 1 ~ j ~ lp 
We deduce that is of codimension > 1 
in each irreducible component of the right hand variety. This 
implies that Vs"(n,p) is of codimension ~ 3 in Js"(n,p). After 
n steps we end up with a number s(n) = ~(n) such that V~(n)(n,p) 
is of codimension > n+1 in J~(n)(n,p). This completes the proof. 
Theorem 15.9 shows that being o£ bounded deficiency is a 
generic property : 
15.10 Corollary 
deficiency~ ~(n). 
A generic map f N + P is everywhere of 
Proof. The claim amounts to showing that· the set or smooth 
p such that k = ¢, k = cp(n), dense maps r . N+ j fN n v k ( n, p) is . 
in C00 (N,P). But this follows from the transversality theorem and 
theorem 15.9. 
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Remark. Clearly there is a best (minimal) sequence ~ = ~0 
for which 4.5 holds. One would expect q> (n) < n+1. 0 -
15.1'1 Corollary Let M be analytic. A generic real-analytic 
satisfies the condition 
A ·r*m => rnCt?(n) 
=a =b =a 
at any point a E M. 
b = f(a) 
Proof. By corollary 15.10 the deficiency of f at any point a 
is less or equal ~(n), n = dimRM. It follows that 
= 
A A 
where A a is the ring of formal power series at a, !!!.a the 
A A 
maximal ideal of A a and rnb the maximal ideal of the corre-
A 
spending ring ~ at b. Consider the canonical homomorphism 
* By the inclusion relation above f is a finite (formal) map and 
so by the formal preparation theorem t is an isomorphism. Then 
the commutative diagram 
shows that "'~(n) rn 
=a 
A 
=a 
"' 
* A /A •f 
-=a =a ~ 
A *"' 
c:: !a • f ~ 
A 
+ ~ 
"' 
-
A A 
*'" 
+ A /A •f ~ =a -a 
implies 
Corollary 15.11 completes the proof of an earlier claim 
(section 12). 
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15.12 Corollary A generic smooth map 
the condition 
E •f*rn ::;, rn<."(n) 
-a =b =a 
at any point a € M. 
b = f(a) 
f : M ~ Rp satisfies 
Proof. Replace the analytic algebras and their ideals with 
the corresponding differentible algebras and their 1 deals in the 
proof above (Note that 
A. A. 
A = E = F • 
-a a = 
Stein cornplexifications. Let l be a complex space 
witp a real structure T. Then the real part XT is a closed subset 
of ~. If a is any point of XT, 11e can find a T-invariant Stein 
neighbourhood U of a in X and an isomorphism 
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A c: G c: ClJ 
-
where A is an analytic subset of an open set G in some coordinate 
space both really imbedded, and ~ is a real map. Then 
We shall prove the following theorem. 
16.1. Theorem. Every complex space with real structure has a 
=-
Stein open subset containing the real part. 
Proof. We have to find an open T-invariant subset U of X 
with X c: U and which is a Stein space. 
T 
Choose a countable cover {Ui} of XT by open T-invariant Stein 
sets Ui c: X with maps 
cpi : 01 .... Ai, 
as specified above. For each i select a1 EXT n u1 • 
let a be an arbitrary point and construct a function 
Set 1: J = ( x j -aj ) + iy .1 • Then 
v a c z > = 2 r < 2~ Ct j - t" > > 2 - i: c i Ct" + t j) > 2 
so that 
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Set 
Ka - {z E £Nio < va(z)} -
va = {z E CNIO < va(z) < i}. 
Then V a c:: Ka. Define a function '!.'l a by 
in 
Then wa : £N ~ R is continuous (and even Lipschitz). 
The function 
is of class 
Therefore 
Set 
y:a in Ka 
Pa - ~ in CN + K = a 
coo. Moreover 
1 
--
aapa ace w 1 -= a •- • aw ) w 2 a a 
1 
= 
-wa( 1 aawa + ~(1-2w )aw aw ) e -
wa2 wa a a a 
> 0 in va 
aapa is 
0 in eN 
- K • a 
Z : X + iy 
= -I G' tr-·1 i 
• 
with r(x) 
{i) 
(11) 
(iii) 
1>le have 
Thus 
Thus 
Therefore 
Hence 
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> 0 on N a1 n ~ = B1, and with the 
For X £ Bi r(x) 1 < 'B' d(x,aB1 ), 
r(x) is so small that u1 c: u1 • 
Va E: B1 pr RN( Gi, n Ka) c::c:: B1 • 
p E G' 1 
= 
follo•ting properties 
d = distance 
P £ Ka n Gj_ -. d(pr,I!N(p),a)~ < 2d(p,RN) 2 
< !a(pr N(p),aB1 )Z ~ (id) 2 
!! 
d(pr N(p) ,a) < ~ d 
R' 
3"Gj_ n Ka' a € Bi' has the property 
""U' - 1 K u' ""U' X o i n ~1 ~ c:c: a i - o 1 n T. 
t..re denote by p (i) a the function 
extended by 0 outside To check the smoothness of 
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p(i) 
a choose a sequence of Ei > 0 1 so small that with 
t ' G" = {z = x + iy E G1 1d(~,aGi) > £ 1} i 
and with 
tl 
-1 II 
ui = t.Oi Gi 
" we have X 
T 
c:: uiui 
Set 
'" 
1 
" ' Gi = uKa n Gi , a E Gi n X (i.e, d(a~aa1 > > Ei ) . T 
There exist ai > 0 such that 
"' z = x + iy € a1 ~ r(x) > a1 • 
On a sufficiently small neighbourhood v of X we \'11,.11 have 
T 
'+'i v c: {x + iy E G~ I~ Yl ~ < (Ji}. 
" 
ao Then the functions p (i) a for <Pi (a) E Gi n RN are C -functions 
on v. 
Thus 
Set 
If r(x) is chosen sufficiently small, we may ass~~e that, 
(i) 
Pa has the properties 
p (1) 
a > 0 
aap Ci) 
a 
> 0 
aapa (i) > 0 in -lK <Pi v· (e) 
1 
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We can find a countable collection of points av in XT such that 
av £ XT n u1 and such that 
v 
(i) 
(11) 
Let 
and for each 
(iv) 
{Wa } is a countable locally finite covering of 
v 
-1 
<,.l'li K n 
v av 
v is a locally finite family of subsets of 
t (i ) (i ) 
W av v c:c: t-7 av v be such that 
(av,iv) select a constant 
(iv) 
c(av,iv)p~ > 1 
v 
c(av,iv) > 0 
,(iv) 
en wa • 
v 
such that 
Consider the function 
av 
v. 
This is well defined since locally it is a finite sum (property (ii)). 
Moreover h has the following properties 
(a) aah > 0 on v 
(B) aah > o on av 
(y) h > 1 on av 
Now choose CID a C -function g • X ~ R such that 
• T 
{x € XTjg(x) < c} c:c: XT for every c e: R. 
=o 
' On each open set G1 consider the function 
with r(x,y) > 0 on Bi • 
We have 
Now 
Thus 
Hence 
Therefore 
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aa(riy32> = acar·Iyj 2 + r·aiy32 > = 
aar·Iy32 + ar·aiy32 + ar·ary32 + r·aaiy32 • 
t 2 t 1 ( .... ) 1t 2 -2 . 't J.Yj : L2.1 z;;j- z;;J :- 4L(tJ +_ z;;j - 2tj j) 
N LY j 2 1 R = 0 
ai 2,jRN yj = = 0 
N 
"§1yj 2 IR = 0 
aa}:y j 21 RN = ~ld~idt; > 0 
"' " 
ei = ni·~i has the following properties 
(a) ei is c~ with support in u~ 
(b) 
a:i(x) 00 Let be a sequence of C -functions on v \'lith 
' support ai c: ui 
rai(x) > 0 on X • 1' 
Iaiei is 
co v (a), Then e = a C -function on having the properties 
(b)' (c). Now, take any (I) C -function p(x) on v and consider the 
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function 
f = g + poB 
with the choice of g above. We can select p growing so rapidly 
en X that 
'I' 
aar > 0 on X • 
'I' 
Finally let (t) be given by 
<P = f + ( 1 -h)- 1 = f + 1 + h + h 2 + • • • • 
This map is defined smoothly on the set 
U = {x E Vlh(x) < 1} 
Moreover, on U we have 
and 
{xj~(x) < constant} oc U. 
This shows that U is a Stein space. 
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